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OF THE

STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

IN BANK.

SAEAH ALTHEA SHARON,
Plaintiff and Besjoondent,

vs.

No. 9,984.FEEDEEICK W. 8HAEON,
Executor, etc., of William Sharon,

deceased,

Defendant and Appellant.

Petition for Rehearing.

To the Honorable the Chief Justice and Associate Justices

of the Supreme Court of California.

Tlio appellant respectfully petitions for a rehearing

in this cause.

The importance of the case cannot be over estimated,

not because of the private interests involved in it, great

though they are, but because it presents for decision a

momentous question—one in which the public welfare

is concerned.
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Petitions for rehearing are permitted in order that

SAN FRANGii-wa if tiiG Court has erred in its decision an opportunity

PUBLIC LiBl=iAftY may be given before it is too late to correct the error.

We ask your Honors to patiently examine the

reasons which we here urge, with confidence that they

will be given due weight in judgment.

The question here is what constitutes a lawful marriage

in California. It is to be here determined whether or not

in dealing with the institution of marriage the Legis-

lature of California has kept pace with the civilization

of the age. For more than three centuries, at least,

an enlightened public policy in other Christian lands

has sought, by wise safeguards, to prevent clandestine

and secret approach to the matrimonial altar without

throwing needless impediments in the way of any who
truly desire to enter into open, honorable and lawful

wedlock. Has that policy controlled us here, or have

we unhappily permitted those safeguards, and even the

altar itself, to disappear ?

Is marriage with us what the wisest statesmanship

and jurisprudence throughout the civilized world seek

to make it, a public and solemn institution authenti-

cated and protected by legal forms and requirements

ensuring certainty and publicity, if not sanctified by

the o£&ces of religion; or is it, as it is with only a few

even among barbarous peoples, a mere voluntary sexual

union, which may be lawfully entered into by stealth,

without witnesses, without ceremony and without either

civil or religious sanction. The latter, as it seems to

us, is in substance and effect the view successfully

advocated by the plaintifTs counsel here; and it is, we
respectfully submit, no exaggeration to say that if

that theory is correct, the California doctrine of mar-

riage is not above the lowest corruption of that insti-

tution existing among the nudest race of men that ever

dwelt upon the earth.

If marriage can be lawfully constituted by mere
consent and sexual intercourse both purposely and
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studiously concealed from every possible witness, with-

out a shadow of excuse for concealment, so far as here

appears, then what we have been accustomed to call

“ the holy estate of matrimony,” is, to say the least,

unsuitably named.

And yet, if it is the'law of California that marriage

may be thus constituted by stealth, it is undoubtedly

the duty of the Court so to declare, however revolting

it may be. But certainly it is not asking too much,

even of a Court as burdened as this, that such a de-

cision shall not be permitted to become final until

argument, research and reflection have been first ex-

hausted. The deplorable moral effects of such a

rule, if established, upon the community, and the un-

certainty which it will carry into the institutions

upon which society is based, may well make us

shrink from such a decision unless absolutely com-

pelled, and should, we respectfully submit, make the

judges most patient in their investigations. With
respect to the Scotch Law of marriage, which the

plaintiff’s counsel insist is the same in substance as

the law of California, a Scotch legal periodical says

:

“ It has long been a by-word among Englishmen,
“ more especially among English novelists on the

“ hunt for a sensational theme, that no Scotchman can
“ say with confidence that he is a single gentleman or

“ that he is the legitimate offspring of his parents.”

25 Journal of Jurisprudence, 368.

Are we prepared to have a similar reproach

cast upon California? We have confidence that your

Honors, upon a further examination of the case, with

farther arguments of counsel, will be convinced that

the decision of the Court below does not correctly de-

clare the law as applied to the peculiar facts of this

case.
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Alleged marriage contract or declaration, if otJier-

ivise valid, is vitiated hy the condition for secrecy

appearingtherein .

The agreement on the part of plaintiff not to make
known the contents of the so-called marriage contract

for two years, unless defendant himself might see fit

to make it known, was an element in the consideration

offered the defendant for his contract, without which it

cannot be presumed he would have entered into it. It

therefore cannot be held to be collateral to the con-

tract, or immaterial in the determination of its char-

acter. It was accepted, by him at least, as a part of

the consideration for his engagement, and as a con-

stituent part of the alleged marriage cannot be dis-

carded.

The plaintiff, as appears by the finding, if it be

regarded as a finding of a contract of marriage entered

into by means of the alleged “declaration,” made two

stipulations: Jirs^, she consented, per verha de praesenti,

to a marriage with defendant; second, she agreed to

keep the marriage secret for two years. Defendant,

on the other hand, stipulated but one thing. He simply

consented to the marriage. His agreement was the con-

sideration for hers, and her agreement, the lohole of it,

was the consideration for his. His agreement, consist-

ing ',)f but a single, entire and indivisible stipulation,

was therefore void, if either of the two stipulations on

her part was void as against public policy.

“ “ If any part of a consideration's illegal, the tohole
“ consideration is void; because public policy will not
“permit a party to enforce a promise which he has
“obtained by an illegal act or an illegal promise,
“ although he may have connected with this act or promise
“ another lohich is legal."

Parson’s Contracts, (5th ed.), 457.

The question here then resolves itself into this: Is

an agreement by a party to a marriage, to keep it
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secret, a legal and valid agreement, or is it void as

against public policy ? If the latter, then the defend-

ant’s contract of marriage is void, because,being itself an

entire and indivisible contract, it is founded upon a

consideration, part of which is illegal and void. That

is our contention. Now, in order to maintain our posi-

tion that an agreement, by a party to a marriage, to keep

it secret, is illegal and void, as being against public

policy, we respectfully submit that we are not

bound to show, as suggested by Mr. Justice Mc-
Kinstry, that “the making public of the marriage
“ relation is a duty or obligation annexed to the status

“ of marriage, without ivhich the status cannot exist.'"

We do contend that it is the duty of the parties to a

marriage to enter into that relation openly and not

clandestinely, and that if they purposely conceal

the relation by a secret agreement of marriage

followed by secret and stealthy cohabitation,

while holding themselves out to the world as

single persons, their pretended marriage is void

and their intercourse illicit. But we are not re-

quired to go to that extent in order to show
that an agreement for the concealment of a mar-

riage is void as against public policy. It may be

admitted, for the purpose of this argument,

that a secret marriage may be perfectly valid,

and yet an agreement to keep it secret may be

contrary to the policy of the law, and wholly

void. Thus the procuring of a pardon for a con-

vict may be a perfectly legal and even laudable act, and

yet a contract to endeavor to procure such a pardon for

hire has been adjudged illegal and void. Hatzjielcl vs.

Gulden, 32 Am. Dec., 750. And numerous other illus-

trations of the same general principle might be cited.

The principle, however, is so clear and illustrations so

readily suggest themselves, that it would be almost an

impertinence to cite cases upon the point.
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That a contract, by a party to a marriage, to keep it se-

cret, is contrary to the policy of the law, whether

secret marriages are valid or not, seems to us to

be beyond doubt. The laws of every Ohristianlaud, and

indeed of every laud whether Christian or not, which

has any laws upon the subject of marriage, bear unani-

mous and powerful testimony to the fact that this im-

portant institution is one in which the public has a

deep interest, and that it is the settled policy of every

State to have the relation entered upon openly, and

the proof of it made a matter of record. Every law

upon the subject requires some degree of publicity in

the celebration of marriages and provides for some

method of authentication and proof. If private mar-

riages are tolerated at all, it is by the mere silence

of the law. We venture to say that there is no law

upon any statute book which expressly authorizes purely

private and secret marriages. They exist, where they

exist at all, by mere sufferance of the law-makers. The

consequences of such private marriages, if they become

general or at all common, would be unspeakably

calamitous. There is no country pretending to any

degree of civilization or enlightenment in which they

are common. Mr. Bishop found them so rare in Eng-

land and America that he was compelled to go to the

reports of Scotland to get cases to illustrate the rules

of law applicable to such marriages. 1 Bish. Marri-

age and Divorce (5th ed.) Sec. 221. Mr. Justice

Temple, in the case at bar, while claiming that such

marriages have always been recognized as valid, says

truly that “ they have always been condemned by the

Church and by the courts.”

It has been often inconsiderately stated that mar-

riage is merely a private contract, and yet every thought-

ful person,who reflects upon the subject at all knows
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that it is far more and higher than any mere contract.

Mr. Patrick Fraser, the distinguished Scotch text-

writer, on this subject says of it; “ Marriage is a con-

“ tract, certainly, in so far as it requires the consent

“ of two persons, but it is very much more than this.

“ It is an institution or status. It wjxs instituted by

“God. It is an institution sanctioned by the law of

“ nations, and nothing can bo more inconsistent with

“some of the plainest texts of Scriphire than the

“ representing it to be a contract merely. As an ex-

“ elusive union for life, it is a cardinal institution of the

State. The public have a deep interest in it, and the

“ stability of it, according to the law of nature and
“ reason, is of the last importance to the community.”

20 Jour. Jur., 3. In the same article Mr. Fraser cites

a large number of English, American and Continental

authorities to show that marriage is an institution sui

generis, in which the public has a deep interest.

Another learned Scotch writer in the same journal

says: “ Perhaps the tersest and truest description of

the class [of contracts] to which marriage belongs is

to say that it is a universal or public contract.” 20

Jour. Jur., 113. An English lawyer writing upon the

same subject says that so far is marriage from being a

mere private contract, that its duties and obligations

do not arise out of the matrimonial contract at all, but

are imposed by public law without regard to the will

or intent of the contracting parties. 5 Law Mag. and

Eev. (4th series) 26, 31. The same writer quotes from

Hegel, the emphatic expression that to call marriage a

mere contract is “shameful.”

Perhaps no better statement of the true legal rela-

tion of the status of marriage to the contract of the

parties can be formulated than the following from the

learned Lord Justice Brett in Niboyet vs. Niboyet, L.
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“ a contract satified by the solemnization of the marriage,

“ hut marriage, directly it exists, creates by law a relation

“ between the parties and what is called a status of

“ each. The status of an individual, used as a legal

“ term, means the legal position of the individual in or

“ iviih regard to the rest of the community. That rela-

“ tion between the parties, and that status oi each loith

“ regard to the commnuity, which are constituted upon
“ marriage, are not imposed or defined by contract or

“ agreement, but by law.”

An earlier English Judge, Sir John Nicholl, in Agg

vs. Davis, 2 Phillim, 344, says:

“ The public has an interest in having the situation of

parties ascertained," that is to say, their situation

with respect to being married or not.

But what need is there of multiplying citations to

show that marriage is not a mere private contractual

relation, but a public institution, and that it is a matter

of public interest that the existence of that relation in

every case should be known and duly authenticated ?

Many cases illustrating this point were cited on the

former argument. We need not go outside the statutes

of our own State to ascertain that it is the policy of

the law to secure the due and open celebration of mar-

riage, and to have it established and authenticated by

the best possible evidence. No man can read the pro-

visions of our Code upon this subject without being

convinced that secrecy as to that matter is contrary to

the policy of the law. Even if it be true that secret

marriages are permissible here, they certainly are not

the kind of marriages which the law encourages. So

far as its direct commands go, it requires publicity in

entering upon that relation. Its language, indeed, is
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often exceedingly peremptory, as, for instances, when
it provides in Civil Code, Sec. 75, that in case of an

unsolemnized marriage the parties “ 7mist jointly make

a declaration of marriage,” etc.

If an agreement by a party to a marriage to keep it

secret is not void as against public policy, then a promise

to pay money in consideration of such an agree-

ment would be good. Would this Court hold such a

promise, made upon such a consideration, to be valid

and enforceable ? We are very sure that it would

not. Then how can it hold this alleged contract

of marriage, based in part upon such a considera-

tion, to be binding, and lend its aid to have its

validity established, and to enforce the obligations

resulting from it ?

Consent to a marriage in consideration not simply

of the consent of the other party but also of the prom-

ise of such other to keep it secret, when the policy of

the law, breathing in every line of the statute, is that

it shall be published, is not the true, sincere, deliberate

and unconditional matrimonial consent, which, even in

Scotland, is essential to the validity of an unsolemuized

marriage. It is no consent and the pretended mar-

riage is void, even though the secrecy itself would not

vitiate the marriage, or even though the promise of

secrecy is not kept. How much more fatal must such

a condition be where, as we maintain in the case here,

publicity is essential to the marriage and the unlawful

promise is kept ?

The position that the promise of secrecy was collat-

eral to the agreement and not a part of the considera-

tion of Mr. Sharon’s consent, if he ever did consent,

cannot be maintained upon any fair construction of

the complaint and findings. There is nothing in the

alleged ‘
‘ declaration of marriage ” itself to afford the
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slightest foundation for any such position. The words

of the promise of secrecy import That it was not a

more naked, voluntary promise. They are words of

contract: '‘I agree not to make known the contents qf

this paper,” etc. If it was as the words import, an

agreement, then there was some consideration for it.

What was the consideration ? It was Sharon’s consent

to the man’iage. It could be nothing else, because he

promised nothing else. The' contract on his part, if it

was his, was single and entire, consisting of his con-

sent to the marritige, and nothing more. He did not

promise secrecy. On the contrary, it appears by the

very terms of the plaintiff’s promise that he was to be

under no obligation of secrecy, but could make the

marriage known when he pleased. Clearly, then, it

was not a case where his promise of secrecy was the

consideration of hers, so that the entire agreement for

secrecy could be set apart as collateral. To take out

her promise of secrecy and to subtract from his side of

the contract the consideration for that promise would

be to subtract from liis consent to the marriage and

leave it insufficient; because his consent was the whole

of his agreement.

The appearance and order of the writings, if gen-

uine, furnish indubitable evidence that the promise of

secrecy was regarded as an indispensable part of the

consideration for his agreement to the marriage.

From the fact that the promise of secrecy was added

after the plaintiff’s first signature, and was signed

anew, it may be presumed, if the writing is gen-

uine, that when her first declaration was prepared and

signed, omitting the promise of secrecy, he was dissat-

isfied with it and refused to go on with the contract

unless that promise were added and made binding by

a new signing.
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If the respective declarations of the parties -were

separate documents, and were exchanged, and thus

mutual!}' delivered—as they must have been in order

to take effect at all as a marriage contract—then the

toliole of the document signed by her was unquestiona-

bly the consideration of the loliole of that signed by

him. This Court cannot strike out part of her

agreement and to say that it formed no part of the

consideration for his, when there is nothing in the

papers themselves giving the least color to any such

construction. How can the Court say, when there is

nothing in either paper to suggest any such thing, that

he would have signed his declaration if any part of

hers had been omitted ?

If the respective declarations were one paper, it is

equally clear, if not clearer, that the promise of se-

crecy was regarded by him as an indispensable ele-

ment in the contract. In that view, /?’o?n the order of

the writing, it is clear that the xohole of the declaration

on her part, including the promise of secrecy, must

have been completed and signed before his declaration

was written, much less signed. It could not be deter-

mined where, on the paper, to begin writing his decla-

ration until hers was completed. If hers had been

written but not signed, the promise of secrecy would

have preceded her first signature, and saved the neces-

sity of signing the document twice.

The other findings show also, that the secrecy clause

was not a mere passing whim, but a very material part

of this unique matrimonial arrangement. We can find

no other case in all the books in which such absolute,

profound and unbroken secrecy was maintained re-

specting a marriage as the findings here show. Though
the alleged wife was living at a public hotel and

though they were living and cohabiting togeth-
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or uccording to the language of the findings

for more than a year, the cohabitation was

so stealthy that her counsel asserts that they

were regarded by their acquaintances merely

as “unmarried people who were engaged to be mar-
“ ried” and that “ she passed as a single woman and
“ he as a single man.” (Terry’s argument 69, 70.)

Indeed the learned counsel indignantly denounces it

as an “ aspersion upon the character of the people”

etc., that there is anything in the record to show that

the intercourse of this singularly mated pair during

their extraordinary honeymoon was even suspected by

their friends and acquaintances. The findings show that

the engagement of secrecy was so rigidly kept that dur-

ing the whole period of this unparalleled marriage

there was never any recognition of it, even between

the parties themselves in the presence of any other

person. They never by any chance spoke to or of each

other in the hearing of others as husband and wife.

Not only did Mr. Sharon never introduce the plaintiff

to anybody as his wife, but he introduced her to re-

spectable families and to members of his own family

as a single woman, as appears by comparing the fourth

and ninth findings. Obviously, then, the secrecy was

an all important part of the arrangement. The lan-

guege of the so-called marriage declaration and the

subsequent conduct , of the parties show conclusively

that if Mr. Sharon ever consented to this alleged mar-

riage at all, he would not have done so if the plaintiff

had not promised secrecy, and that he regarded secrecy

as all important and indeed indispensable.

It is important to distinguish between the case

where the secrecy enters into and forms an elemental

part oF the marriage agreement^ and the case where

secrecy is simply maintained after the^marriage is com-
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plete. In the latter case the secrecy is snhseqnent to

the completion of the marriage, and does not and can-

not invalidate it. In the other case, it enters into and

forms a part of the marriage contract itself, and viti-

ates and destroys it.

When Lord Stowell speaks of secrecy sometimes

attending the “most regular marriage,” it was obvi-

ously not of such secrecy that he was speaking, nor

indeed of any secrecy which would be supposed by

any one to affect the validity of a marriage. A
regular marriage cannot be secret in the sense of

the secrecy of the Sharon case. It is necessarily

public if it is regular, because the public- is reiDresented

in the person of the officer or priest who solemnized

it. Such a marriage is public, just as the proper ex-

ecution of a will in the presence of two or more wit-

nesses is a “publication ” of it, though it be unknown
to every other human being; and just as truly as a

slander or libel is
“ published,” though announced to

only one person under an injunction of secrecy. But

of this more hereafter.

Marriage vitiated hy actual and intentional concealment,

both of the marriage contract and the cohabitation, as

shoion by thefindings.

It appears from the findings, as already stated, not

only that there was an express agreement by the plain-

tiff at the time of the alleged marriage and as a part

of the alleged marriage contract, not to disclose the

marriage, but, that as a matter of fact, it was purposely

and studiously concealed from all the world, including

even the most intimate friends and acquaintances of

the parties. The consent to the marriage was secret,

and the cohabitation was also secret. Nay more, there
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was active concealment. The parties were, according

to the theory of the plaintiff, enacting a daily and hourly

deception before the world, by pretending to be single,

and introdncing each other to their respective friends

as unmarried persons, while secretly living and cohab-

iting together “ in the way usual with married people.”

By day they were comporting tiieraselves as single

persons, living respectably and honorably as un-

married people, he introducing her “to respectable

families, and to members of his own family,”

as a single woman, and she introducing him to her

friends, and speaking of and to him in their presence,

as a single man, and by night they were secretly

together. And this, we are told, was marriage, not

only “in the sight of God,” but in the sight of the law!

This concealed intercourse, we are asked to believe,

was not only a living together “ after God’s holy ordi-

nance,” but was also that mutual assumption of “mari-

tal rights, duties and obligations” required by the

statutes of California to make a valid unsolemnized

marriage! We cannot think that this unhallowed and

unwitnessed connection, skulking behind preten-

ses and falsehoods, hidden even from the most

intimate friends of the parties as a thing of shame,was

lawful and honorable wedlock.

The question is, can such a marriage be deemed

valid in California? We maintain, that it cannot.

We insist that a marriage in this State to be valid

must be published, either by solemnization or by such

assumption of the martial relation before the world as

shall be equivalent to solemnization, and that, at the

very least, the assumption must be such that the rela-

tion is or may be, thereby known to somebody besides

the immediate parties to the marriage. We hold that

the statute itself, in effect, so provides; but if we are
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wrong in that position, we still claim that, as secret

marriages are certainly not expressly authorized by

statute, such marriages are void because they

were so by the common law which prevailed in Cali-

fornia anterior to the statute. This latter position will

be first considered.

Common law of England, as modified by English

marriage acts, toas the laio of California on that sub-

ject, so far as applicable, prior to the enactment of

our marriage statutes, and by that law so modified,

secret marriages, like that noio in qiiestion, are

absolutely void.

On April 13, 1850, just seven days prior to our first

marriage act, “ the common law of England ” was

adopted as the rule of decision in the courts of this

State. This adoption included the English statutes

modifying the common law, so for as applicable to our

situation, for those modifications obviously constitute

part of the common law; 1 Kent Com., § 473; O'Fer-

rall \s. Simplot, 4 Iowa, 401, 402; Wright vs. Hoivell,

35 Iowa, 291; Beynolds vs. Wilmeth, 45 Id., 694; Penny

vs. Little, 3 Scam., 301, 305; Hamilton vs. Kneeland,

1 Nev., 40; Coburn vs. Harvey, 18 Wis., 153; Spaulding

vs. Chicago, etc. B. B. Co., 30 Id., 110; Bogardus vs.

Trinity Church, 4 Paige, 198; Sibley vs. Williams, 3

Gill & J., 62; Boynton vs. Bees, 9 Pick., 532; Patterson

vs. Winn, 5 Pet., 241; Report of the Judges, 3

Binn., 597. See also Sedg. Stat. and Const. Law,

(2d ed. 14); Bish. Pirst Book of Law, Sec. 52. In

some of the older States which were English col-

onies, this implied adoption of English statutes has

been held to apply only to those passed prior to the

settlement of the colonies: Patterson vs. Winn, 5 Pet.,
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Ml; Hoffardm vs. Trinity Church, 4 Paige, 198; Report
of Judges, 3 Bine., 597. Bu, in the new States all
cippho.ible statutes enacted prior to the Kevolution
modilying the common law, are held to be adopted as

^v’ ’sfr? Seynoldsvs.
t me t, 5 Id., 694; Cohurn ts. Harvey, 18 Wis.

,
153-

bpcmlding vs. Chicago, etc., B. R. Co., 30 Id 110-
Hamdton vs. Kmehnd, 1 Nev., 40. After stating the
general rule upon the subject in Cohn™ vs. Harvey, 18
Wis., 163, Paine, J., says; “We have come to the con-
oluslou that, m applying this general rule to a State
Tvhich, like this, had no political existence before

„
‘I'®

it must, in harmony with the rea-
soning of these cases, be held that when our Terri-

_

mrial Legislature and the framers of our Constitu-
lon recognized the existence here of the common
aw, they most be held to have had reference to that
law as It existed, modified and amended by English
Statutes passed prior to the Revolution ”

In accordance with the doctrine referred to, it has
en held that the English statutes of limitations arem force here so far as not superseded by our own

statutes. Bogardm vs. Trinity Church, 4 Paige 198
feo, of the statutes 13 and 27, Elizabeth against fraud-
ulent conveyances; WriyU vs. HoweU, 35 la., 291. So
of the statutes, 3 Edw. VI 0. 4 and 13 Eliz. 0. 6 with

P***®®*- vs. 'winn,
0 Pet., 241. So, of the statutes 8 and 9 Williamm C
11, Sem 7 providing that the death of one of several
plaintiffs or defendants shall not abate the suit-
£oy«to« vs &CS, 9 Pick., 582. So, of the statute 32*

euiy VUI 0. 34, permitting a grantee of a reversion
and privies in estate to take advantage of a breach of a
condition in a deed; BamUtmi vs. Kmeland, 1 Nev 40
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So, in Iowa, of the statute 4 Anne C. 16, Sec. 27, pro-

viding for actions by one tenant in common or joint

tenants against another receiving more than his sliare;

Beynolds vs. Wihneth, 45 la., 694. So, in Wisconsin,

of the statute 6 Anne C. 3, Sec. 6, providing that no

action shall be maintained against any person in whose

house or chamber any fire shall accidently begin;

Spaulding vs. Chicago, etc., B. B. Co., SO Wis. 110. It is

to this principle indeed!, tliat the American States have,

from time to time, been indebted for some of the most

valuable parts of their laws. Without it, it would be

an experiment of great perplexity and danger to adopt

the common law at all. It is well nigh impossible to

separate from the great body of English Common Law,

the amendments and modifications which have been,

from time to time, from the earliest periods, introduced

into it by dilierent English statutes. And if it were

possible, and we could remove from it every discover-

able trace of statutory influence, we should probably

have as the residuum, a code of laws so barbarous that

no civilized State at this day would dare to adopt it.

Clearly, then, in adopting “ the common law of

England,” California adopted the English statutes,

modifying it, so far as applicable. This would cer-

tainly include all English statutes prior to the Kevolu-

tion. But it is clear that it would go further. In a late

decision, which is destined to take rank as a leading

case in our reports, it was held that, in determining

what the common law is that was adopted in Califor-

nia, we are not confined to the period anterior to the

American Revolution. Lux vs. Haggin, 69 Cal., 381.

The inference from that decision is irresistible that the

common law adopted was the common law of England as

it existed at the date of the adopting statute. And this

seems to be a reasonable construction of the statute
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itself. Suppose, for instance, that the statute had

provided that the law of England relating to master

and servant was adopted as the law of California,

would not this be universally understood to mean the

law of, master and servant as it then was, and not as

it had been at some previous period ? So, when the

common law of England was adopted, ought it not to

be understood to mean the common law as it then

was ?

But, so far as our present purpose is concerned, it

is quite immaterial whether the common law adopted

was the common law of 1776 or the common law of

1850. At both dates, and at any date since 1753, if

not before, a marriage of the kind now in question

would have been absolutely void in England. The

first general marriage Act of England, commonly called

“Lord Hardwicke’s Act, ’’was passed in the twenty-

sixth year of the reign of George II, that is to say, in

1753. By that Act, assuming that it was not so before,

pvMicity was made an indispensable condition of the

validity of every marriage contracted in England. If

tlie rule of the common law was, before that time,

as it is claimed to have been by the counsel

for the plaintiff here, that a marriage per verba de

prcesenti, or per verba de future cum copida, was valid

and binding without solemnization or other ceremony,

without publicity, and without being witnessed by or

known to, any third person, that rule was, by that

statute repealed and for ever abrogated. That rule

was not, therefore, and could not be a part of “ the

common law of En,gland ” adopted in California on

April 13th, 1850. Lord Hardwicke’s Act expressly

made null and void marriages entered into without

license duly obtained, or without publication of banns,

and without being solemnized in a church or chapel.
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2 Eoper Hiisb. and W. 454 Appendix. These were,

indeed, as Mr. Eoper says the only grounds of nullity

of marriage introduced by that act and they all related

to the 'publicity of the marriage. The introduction of

those features clearly made a valid secret marriage

by mere consent and copulation without the interven-

tion of any third person, utterly impossible.

Another feature of that Act went even further and

put it out of the power of any court to enforce solemn-

ization of a marriage made per verba de prcesenti with

or without subsequent cohabitation. It provided ex-

pressly that no “ suit or proceeding should be had in

“ any ecclesiastical court to compel a celebration of

“ marriage in facie ecclesice, by reason of any contract

“ of matrimony whether per verba de prcesenti or per

“ verba defuturo." 2 Eoper Husb. and Wife, 446 App.;

26 George II 0. 33, Sec. 13. Prior to that Act a suit

lay in the ecclesiastical court to enforce solemnization

of a marriage made per verba de prcesenti or per verba

de futuro cum copula. Indeed this was the only

method, as we shall hereafter see by which a contract

of marriage of that kind could be enforced at all. And
it was only because it could be so enforced and turned

into an actual, solemnized, legal marriage that such

a contract ever came to be regarded as itself con-

stituting marriage to any extent, or for any purpose

whatever. Hence, when the power of enforcing such

contracts was expressly taken away from the eccle-

siastical courts by Lord Hardwicke’s Act, that alone

made it impossible that a mere contract could consti-

tute marriage for any purpose, whether followed by

cohabitation or not.

After the passage of Lord Hardwicke’s Act it is

beyond question that a marriage such as the one now
in controversy could not have been sustained. That
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Act, as was said by the learned legal author, Phillimore,

in moving an amendment of it in the House of Com-

mons in 1822, swept away forever all marriages per

verba de prcesoiti and expunged from the matrimonial

code the whole law of pre-contracts which were the

scandal and disgrace of the times in lohich they flourished.

1 Am. Civ. L. J., 40. Anotlier learned author speak-

ing of that and the subsequent English marriage Acts

says that since their enactment “ all marriages in Eng-
“ land not celebrated in one of the modes required

“ by the marriage Acts are mere nullities; there is and
‘

‘ can he no such thing in England as an irregxdar mar-

“ riage. “ Shelford Mar. and Div., 5. Mr. Bishop

also bears testimony to the thoroughness with which

the English marriage Acts have uprooted all irregular

marriages in that country, by a statement that the

English Reports were so utterly barren of cases on

that subject that he was compelled to go to the Scottish

authorities for illustrations of the law relating to it.

1 Bish. Mar. andD., (5th ed.) Sec. 220.

Assuming, then, that by the common law of Eng-

land, adopted in California in 1850, was meant the com-

mon law as administered in that country in 1776, as

modified by statutes previously enacted, it is clear that

no private or absolutely secret marriage can be valid

here unless our statutes expressly authorize it. It is

true, that we have no established church here, and that

the ceremonial parts of Lord Harwicke’s Act cannot,

therefore, be in force here; but it is not necessary that

they should be. There was a great principle engrafted

by that Act upon the common law, assuming that it did

not exist in it before—which is applicable everywhere,

where the common law of England is in force. That

principle is the vital principle of publicity

;

the prin-

ciple that no marriage can be valid in which the com-
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muiiity, represented by some officer or priest or wit-

ness, does not intervene at some stage of the proceed-

ings. By the California marriage Act, passed seven

days after the adoption of the common law, a lawful

mode of celebrating marriages was provided, and as

the common law adopted, amended and modified, as

we have said, by the prohibition of the English Statute

did not allow any marriage to be valid unless celebrated

in some public mode authorized by statute, the mode

provided by the marriage Act of April 20, 1850, was

exclusive unless the statute itself enacted otherwise.

And the law is now that unless the statute has expressly

provided to the contrary, a private marriage, without

any ceremony and unwitnessed at any stage of it by any

third person, is just as invalid as it would have been

on the day after the adoption of the common law.

Even if no other modification of the common law by

theEuglish Statutes was adopted here, the prohibition

of the enforcement of contracts of marriage j3er yerfta

de prcesenti or per verba de futuro in the Act of 26

George II, was certainly adopted, and that provision

alone was sufficient to do away entirely with marriages

per verba de prcesenti or per verba de futuro cum copida,

and to reduce contracts of that nature to the level

of mere promises of marriage enforceable only by a

common law action for damage for a breach thereof.

If the adoption of the common law in Wisconsin

adopted the prohibition in the Statute of 6 Anne, C.

3, Sec. 6, against the maintenance of any action against

one ‘
‘ in whose house or chamber any fire shall acci-

dentally begin,” as held in Spauldinj vs. Chicago, etc.,

B. E. Go., 30 Wis., 110, upon what conceivable prin-

ciple can it be claimed that the adoption of the “com-

mon law of England ” here did not adopt the prohibi-

tion in the Act of 26 George II against the maintenance
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of any action to enforce a contract of marriage per

verba de prmenti or per verba de fuiiiro cum coptda ?

If it is held that the common law adopted here was

the common law as it stood on April 13, 1850, the case

is still stronger against the respondent. That would

adopt the common law of marriage as modified not

only by Lord Hardwicke’s Act, but also by the subse-

quent Acts of 4 George IV, C. 76, and 6 and 7 William

IV, C. 85, commonly known as Lord John Bussell’s

Act. The latter act provided for marriages elsewhere

than in a church or chapel by special license, but such

marriages were expressly required to be celebrated in

certain authorized places before the Eegistrar and two

witnesses. Sec. 20 provided as to marriages in cer-

tain registered buildings, that “ every such marriage

“ shall be solemnized with open, doors, between the hours

“ of eight and twelve in the forenoon, in the presence of
‘

‘ Registrar * * * and of two or more credible loit-

“ nesses.'" Shelford, Mar. and Div., 897. Similar pro-

vision was made in section 21 respecting marriages in

the office of the Eegistrar. Id. In section 42 it was

provided that where any parties “knowingly and will-

fully” intermarried in any other than some one of the

public modes authorized by the Act, their marriage

shall be utterly “null and void.” This statute, while

in some respects less stringent than the Act of

26 George II, announces the pervading principle of

publicity with even more emphasis a-nd particularity.

It did not require marriage in church and therefore

was applicable to states having no established form of

religion. If the common law meant, as respects mar-

riage, was the common law as modified by that statute

is there any question as to the absolute invalidity of a

secret marriage like this ?.

It may be claimed that the English statutes, or any
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modification of the common law introduced thereby,

could not be in force here, because those acts were ex-

pressly limited to England and did not extend even to

Scotland and Ireland, much less to distant colonies.

But, of course, it is not pretended that those or any

other British statutes could be in force here proprio

vigore. They were in force here, if at all, by voluntary

adoption. The fact that these particular acts were

limited to England rather strengthens than weakens

our position. It must be remembered that our statute

explicitly adopted, not the common law generally or

without limitation, nor the common law as used in

other States of the Union, nor the common law of Ii-e-

land or Scotland, but the “common law of England.”

Judging from the course of argument pursued by the

counsel for the plaintifi^ here, and from the authorities

upon which they rely, one would imagine that they

are under the impression that it is the common law of

Scotland which prevails here, so far as the subject of

marriage is concerned. Scotch cases and the Scotch

law of marriage cannot possibly be in point here. A
careful review of the American cases fails to bring to

view a single case as extreme as the Dalrymple case.

None has been brought to our attention, either by

counsel for plaintiff in their briefs and arguments, or

by our own research, in which the element of publicity

does not appear, either in the consent or the marital

relations following. So far as the matter is not regu-

lated by our own express statutes, the Court must be

governed in the decision of the case by “ the common
law of England'’ as it was used and practiced and ad-

ministered either at the date of the adopting statute,

April 13, 1860, or at the date of American Indepen-

dence, July 4, 1776.
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Publicity loas essential to the legal validity of marriage,

and a strictly secret and clandestine marriage, such

as the one here relied on, looidd have been absolutely

void by the common law of England even Jbefore

the marriage Act o/26 George II, C. -33.

Owing chiefly, perhaps, to certain dicta of Sir Wil-

liam Scott in Dalrymple vs. Dalrymple, 2 Hagg. Const.,

54, it has been supposed by many, and is indeed de-

clared by able text-writers, that by the common law of

England prior to the statute of 26 George II, C. 33, a

marriage per verba de prcesenti or per verba de futuro cum

copula, without any religious or other ceremony and

without publicity was as valid to all intents and pur-

poses as a marriage duly solemnized in facie ecclesice.

But it is clear upon an examination of early common
law that the law was not so. The ease of Dalrymple

vs. Dalrymple is no authority upon that point. That

case was a Scotch case and did not in reality involve

the question as to what would have been a good mar-

riage at common law in England prior to the marriage

Act of 26 George II, C. 33. Sir William Scott himself

declared that the only principle of English lav,”- .-ip-

plicable to the case was the principle that the validity

of the marriage must be determined by the law of the

place where the contract was made. “ Having,” said

he, “furnished this principle, the law of England
“ withdraws altogether, and leaves the legal question

“ to the exclusive judgment of the law of Scotland.”

As a matter of fact, he referred to but fev/ English

authorities, and devoted his attention principally to

an examination of Scotch cases and Scotch text-writers,

and to the testimony of learned men as to what con-

stituted the Scotch law on the subject, who

by the way were about equally divided. And
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as he was an English Jndge, comparatively un-

familiar with the peculiarities of Scotch law, there

is a growing opinion among the ablest of Scotch law-

yers that he fell into mistake even as to that law, and

that his decision, instead of ascertaining what the

Scotch law upon that subject then was, really changed

the law. It is further to be remembered that that case

was decided in an ecclesiastical, and not a common law

court, and that, whether a contract per verba de prcesenti

was an actual marriage or not, it was specifically en-

forceable by decreeing solemnization.

It was finally and conclusively adjudged, after ex-

haustive argument and examination, in the House of

Lords, the court of last resort in England, in the great

case of Regina vs. Millis, 10 Cl. & Fin., 534, decided

in 1844, that by the common law of England, prior to

the Act of 26 Georg-© II, C. 33, a marriage in Ireland

(where the common law still prevailed), not solem-

nized in facie ecclesice by a priest of the Established

Church, but entered into by words of present contract

in the presence of a Presbyterian minister at his

own house, and celebrated according to the ceremonies

of the Presbyterian Church, was not a valid legal mar-

riage so as to subject one of the parties to an indictment

for bigamy for intermarrying with another person while

the former spouse was living and undivorced . That,

it will be perceived, was not a secret marriage in any

sense applicable to the pretended marriage in this

case. It was simply a marriage not celebrated by a

priest of the Established Church, or in accordance

with its requirements. It is said that the decision was

by an equally divided court, which is no doubt true, the

equal division operating as an affirmance, but it is

nevertheless recognized as a binding authority. It

was decided, too, after great consideration, and after
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taking the opinions of all the twelve Judges of England,

who prououuced unanimously against the validity of

the marriage.

This decision was followed in the Court of Ex-

chequer in Eugland in Catherwood vs. Caslon, 13 Mees.

& W., 261, S. 0. 8 Jur., 1076; 13 L. J. Ex., 433,

where a marriage per verba de prcesenti before wit-

nesses, but not celebrated in the presence of a minis-

ter in “Episcopal orders,” or according to the rites of

the Church of Eugland, was held- void by the common
law, as it was in Eugland before the Marriage Acts.

It was followed also in Du Moulin vs. Druitt, 13 Ir.

C. L., 12, decided in the Courts of Queen’s Bench in

1860. That was a case of marriage of a soldier on

board of a vessel at sea, the parties formally con-

tracting per verba de proesenti in the presence of

the ship’s company, the marriage ceremony being

performed according to the rites of the Church of

England by an officer of the regiment.

The marriage was held invalid at common law. Le-
froy, C. J., said: “ It is enough to say that the decis-
“ ion was final, and was a decision come to by
“ the House of Lords, after it heard the unani-
“ mous opinion of the twelve judges of England
“ upon the subject. Immediately after the close of
“ the argument in a similar and subsequent case,

‘^Regina vs. Carroll, Cl. and F., 907, note, the
“ House of Lords entered up a similar judgment,
“ which of course was a recognition and confirmation
“ of the decision in the case of Regina vs. Millis, and
“ afterwards the Court of Exchequer in England, in
“ Catherwood vs. Caslon, 13 Mees and W., 261, fully
“ recognized the decision in the case of Regina vs. 3IiUis
“

as having settled the law of England with respect to

marriages.”

His Honor further declared that he would be sorry

to have it supposed that the court entertained “the

smallest doubt” as to the binding effect of that decis-
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ion. O’Brien, J., in the same case said that the case

was “ ruled bj the decision ” in Regina vs. Hill is, and

that the fact that the Lords w('re equally divided in

that case did not make it the less a binding authority.

Hayes, J., expressed himself to the same effect.

So, aiso, did Fitzgerald, J., who further said: “ I ap-
“ prehend lhat Regina vs. Millis has done two things
“ which are now placed beyond our control: first, it

“ hass exploded the doctrine propounded by Sir W. Scott,
“ in the case of Dalrymple vs. Datryriiple ; secondly, it

“ has established tliat at common law a marriage is

“ not valid unless entered into in the presence of an
“ ordained clergyman.”

The case of Regina vs. Millis, was again followed

and declared to be binding by a decision in the House

of Lords in 1861, by which it was solemnly adjudged

that a marriage celebrated in Ireland by a clergyman

of the Church of England, between himself and his

betrothed, according to the ritual of his church in his

own house, no third person being present except a

woman, who saw the ceremony from an adjoining yard,

but could not hear what was said, the parties contract-

ing per uei-Sa de proesenti was invalid by the common
law, as it was in England before the Marriage Acts,

that law being still in force in Ireland: Beamish vs.

Beamish, 9 H. of L. Cas., 274; S. G., 11 Ir. C. L.

,

514;8 Jur. N. S., 770; 5 L. T. 97. In that case Willis,

J., said that Regina v. Millis, was “ a binding authority

“ for the proposition * * * that a marriage, how-
“ eve-r solemnly celebrated, was invalid at the com-
“ mon law, unless contracted in presence of a priest

“ in Holy Orders.’’

Lord Chancellor Campbell, who was one of the dis-

sentients in Regina vs. Blillis, said that that case was

“clearly binding on all inferior tribunals, and on all

the rest of the Queen’s subjects,” and that the House
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of Lords itself was bound by it as fully as if it had been

rendered without any dissent whatever. He continued

:

“ It is my duty to say that your Lordships are bound
“ by this decision as much as if it had been pronounced
“ nomine dissentiente, and that the rule of law which

“ your Lordships lay down, as the ground of your

“ judgment, sitting judicially as the last and supreme
“ court of appeal for this empire, must be taken for

“ law until altered by an act of Parliament, agreed to

“ by the commons cand the crown, as well as by your

“ Lordships.” Lords Wensleydale, Cranworth and

Chelmsford all agreed with the Lord Chancellor in

holding the doctrine of Regina vs. Ilillis to be settled

law.

The most able, careful and discriminating legal

text-writers of England, since the decision in Regina

vs. Millis, so far as they have expressed themselves

at all upon the subject, have concurred in declaring

that by the common law of England, before the mar-

riage acts, a contract of marriage juer verha de proesenti,

did not constitute a legal marriage, but only a contract

cognizable and enforceable in the ecclesiastical courts

by a sentence requiring solemnization in facie ecclesioe.

Among the ablest of later English writers on the

marital relation is Mr. Eoper, the well known author

of a standard work on "Husband and Wife.” Mr.

Roper, in an appendix to his second volume, enters

into an exhaustive discussion of the question as to

whether or not, by the common law of England prior

to Stat. 26, Geo. II, C. 33, a contract of marriage per

verba de proesenti not celebrated in facie ecclesioe consti-

tuted a valid marriage. He says

:

"Matrimonial contracts or spousals were divided
" into contracts per verba de future and contracts per
‘

‘ verba deproesenti] and contracts of the former descrip-
“ tion, when folloAved by carnal intercourse, were
" commonly considered equivalent in legal effect to
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“ contracts per verba de proesenti. Contracts per verba
“ de fiduro, without consiumnation, might be released
“ by mutual consent; and it appears that the spiritual
“ courts had not the power of effectually enforcing
“ them. But a present contract, or a future contract
“ cum copula, could be carried into effect by those
“ courts. It was held not to be releaseable, and
“ formed a ground for avoiding a subsequent marriage
“ with another person. In these respects the conse-
“ quences of a matrimonial contract corresponded
“ with those of marriage, but an examination of the
‘

‘ authorities will shoio it to have been settled from a very
“ early period, that until the contract was sanctioned by a
“ religious ceremony, performed by a person in holy
“ orders, it was incomplete; that it was not held to con-
“ stitute lawful matrimony, and that it did not confer the
“ civil rights incident to thai State.''

2 Koper Husb. and Wife, 447, App.

After an elaborate review of the authorities from

the time of the year books, Mr. Koper concludes as

follows

:

“ The various authorities here adduced establish the
“ proposition that, according to the law administered
“ in England before the Marriage Act, a matrimonial
“ contract de pi'-oesenti was essentially distinctfrom a niar-
“ riage solemnized by a person in holy orders; that it did
“ not confer on the ivoman the right to dower; on the man
‘

‘ the right to theiooman's property, or on the issue the rights
“ of legitimacy; andthod it did not render a subsequent

“marriage with a third person ipso facto void at law,
“ though it formed a ground for a sentence annulling
“ it. They seem also to show that, according to the
“ ecclesiasti'ul laio, the contract did not give any right,
“ except to callfar a performance of it by actual solemniz-
“ ation, not justifying cohabitation, and conferring con-
“ jugal rights; and that at the common law it had no
“ effect, though in ca'ses where parties cohabited, and
“ werereportedto be man andioife, this might be sufScient
“ evidence for the purposes of some actions in which
“ strict proof was not required.”

2 Roper Husb. and Wife, 474, App.
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Another of the most able of the later English writers

of this subject is Mr. MacQueeu. Tii his w'ork on

Husband and Wife he says: “ By the law of England,
“ until altered by the statutes to which we are about
“ to advert \_26 Geo. II., C. 33, and subsequent stat-
“ utes), a private marriage—that is to say, a marriage
“ not solemnized in facie ecdesice, Avas good only for
“ certain purposes. Thus, a private, or clandestine
'• marriage, or, as it was sometimes called, a verbal
“ contract (which might either be by words of present
“ consent, or by words of promise, followed by cohab-
“ itation), Avas, in the first place, not sufficient to give
“ the tooman the right of a tvidow in respect to dower

;

“ nor, secondly, to give the man the right of a husband in
“ respect of the woman's property ; 'nor, thirdly, to render
‘

' the issue begotten legitimate ; nor, fourthly, .
to impose

“ upon the looman the disabilities of coverture; nor,

^‘fifthly, and lastly, to make the marriage of either of the

''parties (living the other) loith a third p)erson void; all

“ these consequences being confined exchisively to marriages
‘

‘ solemnized in facie ecdesice.

In a note to the foregoing Mr. Macqueen makes the

following reference to Dalrymple’s case: “ The theory
“ of Sir WMliam Scott’s celebrated judgment in Dal-
“ rymyle vs. Dalrymple, 2Hagg. Consist. Bep. 54, does
“ not, it must be owned, correspond throughout Avith
“ the Adews above suggested. But it is to be remem-
“ bered that the Irish Marriage Case (Eegina vs. Millis,

10 Cl. & E., 534) underwent the most extensiA^e and
“ elaborate examination, and the decision is by the
“ last resort assisted by the learned judges; so it is

“ vain andidle to talk of a comparison of opinions. See
“ also Catherwood vs. Oaslon, 13 Mees. & W., 261, de-
“ cided by the Court of Exchequer following the
“ House of Lords. Sir Wm. Scott, too, zvill be found,
“ on a reperusal, to betray symptoms of hesitation and
“ uncertainty when dealing with the ancient common law
“ of marriage in this country.''

We might content ourselves with the decision in

Eegina vs. Millis, subsequently unanimously affirmed

by the House of Lords in Beamish vs. Beamish, as

showing that by the common hiAV of England before
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Lord Hardwicke’s Act., a cobtract of marriage per

verba de prmsenti, witlioBt pnblicitj^ in the way of sol-

emnization, did not constitute a valid marriage, but if

reference to the cases decided prior to the Marriage

Act of 1763 is required to substantiate them, they

maj" be found exhaustively considered and reviewed

in the opinion of Lord Cottenham in Queen vs. Millis.

(Clark & Finnelly’s Eeports, Vol. X., P. 878 et seq.)

In Bacon’s Abridgement we find the law thus stated:

“In order to make the marriage complete, so as to
“ entitle the wife to dower, the issue to inherit, etc.,

“the same must be celebrated in facie ecclesive; and
“ therefore the private contract ivithout the piest's Uess-
“ ing makes no marriage, though such contract may be
“ enforced in the spiritual court.” Bac. Ab. tit.

Mar. C.

In Scrimshire vs. Scrimshire, 2d Hagg. Cons.
,
400,

decided the year before Lord Hardwicke’s Act was
passed, it was decided that an “ absolute contract

”

of marriage, or a contract per verba de prcesenti, if

unsolemnized, as required by the Canon Law,
though termed b}'- that law ipsum matrimonium,

did not convey a legal right to maintain a “ suit

for restitution of conjugal rights.” “ In the same
case the learned Judge, Sir Edward Simpson, said:
‘

‘ I apprehend unless persons in England are married
“ according to the rites of the Church ofEngland, they a/re

“ not entitled to the privileges attending legal marriages, as

“ thirds, doiver, etc."

On this point Mr. Eoper cites a number of English

text-writers, whose works are not accessible to us,

confirming his views. He says: “The text-writers
‘

‘ who have considered this subject agree in the neces-
“ sity of a solemnization to confer the civil rights of
‘

‘ marriage. Swinburne lays it down that spousals de
‘

‘ prcesenti, without solemnization, do not, according
“ to the law of England, render the issue legitimate,
‘

‘ or give to the wife the right of dower, or to the hus-
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“ band the right of property in the wife’s goods, or
“ of administering to her. Swineburne, Part 2, 15,
“ 234, 235. The same doctrine is stated by Ayliffe
“ Paragon, 245; and in Bacon’s Ab., tit. Marriage C.”
2 Eoper Husband and. Wife, 455, App.

Again he says “In Shepherd’s Epitome, it is laid
‘

‘ down that marriage is not accounted consummate by
“ our law till it be celebrated, and solemnized in facie
“ ecclesioi, page 720, and that the woman, when es-

“ poused or contracted, is not reputed a feme covert till

“ marriage in facie ecclesice Id. 722. A more recent
“ writer, treating of the law of Ireland, considers the

intervention of a person in orders as necessary
“ to constitute a legal marriage with reference to
“ civil rights. 1 Brow.ia’s View of Civil Law (2d ed.),
“ 74, 75. He puts the case of a marriage, celebrated
“by a layman disguised as a clergyman, in which
“ he says, it seems that solemnization in facie ecclesice
“ should be decreed, because though not properly a
“ marriage, it is a contract de prcesenii.” 2 Eoper
Husband and Wife, 455, 456.

In the debate on Lord Hardwicke’s Act, Mr. Eoper,

quoting from 15 Pari. Hist. 78, informs us that Lord
Mansfield, who was then Solicitor General, said that

“ If a man and woman seriously and sincerely enter
‘

‘ into a marriage contract without the interposition

“ of a clergyman, or any religious ceremony whatever,
“ it would be a good marriage by the law of God and
“ the law of Nature, yet the law of this society (i. e.

“ England), and I believe of every other Christian society,

“ has declared it not to he a good marriage.’'' 2 Eoper,

.Husband and W., 463.

The very title of the marriage Act of 1753 itself

shows that, in the opinion of Parliament, marriages

not solemnized according to 'the Canon Law, in facie-

ecclesiae, or “clandestine marriages,” as they were

termed, were already forbidden and under the ban of

the law. The title is: “An Act for the Better Preven-

tion of Clandestine Marriages.” Indeed, Parliament

had previously indicated in the clearest manner, on
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several occasions, its opinion that sxicli marriages

were already illegal and void; for instance, after the

restoration of Charles II, two Acts were passed valid-

ating marriages celebrated before Justices of the

Peace, diiring the Commonwealth. 12 Car. IL, C. 33;

13 Car. II, C. 11; 2 Eoper, Husband and Wife, 456.

If such marriages were already legal and valid by the

common law, what need was there for these statutes ?

Are we to presume that the legal advisers of the King,

and the many distinguished lawyers and 'Judges who,

as members of Parliament, participated in that legis-

lation, did not know what the common law was ?

The foregoing authorities are sufficient, we think,

although others might be cited, to show that marriages

per verba de prcesenti, or pet' verba de futuro, if not sol-

emnized by a priest in holy orders, according to the

ritual of the established church, were invalid by the

common law of England, for every purpose which

could be material here, long anterior to the Act of 26

George II. They did not give the parties legitimate

right to cohabit as husband and wife. They did not

make the issue of such cohabitation legitimate. They
did not absolutely preclude marriages by the parties

with third persons. They did not confer upon the

wife legal right in her husband’s property, or give the

husband any rights in his wife’s property. They did

not entitle the parties to maintain suits for restitu-

tion of conjugal rights. They did not make the wife

a feme covert in law. In fact they were not marriages

at all, but only indissoluble executory contracts of

marriage enforceable by suits in the ecclesiastical

courts.

If then the common law adopted here is the common
law of England as it was before the Marriage Acts, it

does not help the plaintiffs case in the least.

It may be claimed that the common law before 26

Geo. II.
,
did not require publicity, but only solemniza-
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tioii according to the rites of the established church,

and that we have no established church.

But solemnization is necessarily a publication of a

marriage, as already suggested. And furthermore,

the canonical law of England did expressly require

publicity. The canons of 1603 provided, among other

things, that every marriage should be celebrated
‘

‘ publicly in the parish church or chapel where one of

“ them (the parties) dwelleth, and in no other place,
‘

‘ and that between the hours of eight and twelve in

“ the forenoon.” Poynter’s Mar. and Div., 338 App.;

Godolph Eep. Can. (3d Ed.) 466; Mattingly vb. Martin,

Sir W. Jones, 257.

It is clear, indeed, tliat one of the prime objects

had in view in requiring marriages to be solemnized

by a priest in facie eccledoe, not only before the English

Marriage Act was passed, but in the Act itself, was to

secure publicity and notoriety for the ceremony and to

make it easy of proof. Mr. Justices Willes, in Beam-
ish vs. Beamish, 11 Ir. C. L. 532, 533, before the House
of Lords, in speaking of marriages in England before

the Act, says:

“ The early history of Christian marriages seems,
“ no doubt, to point to the explanation of the presence
“ of a priest in orders in order to superadd a bless-
“ ing to the civil contract, though publicity and the

“ presence of the congregation also appear to have at all

“ times been considered important.''

The same learned Judge, in the same case, calls at-

tention to the fact that when, by the laws of Edmund,
in the 10th century, marriages were required to be

celebrated by, and in the presence of, a priest; the

clergy were pre-eminently the lettered class of the

country, and the testimony of the priests was accounted

to be legally worth as much as that of one hundred and

sixty churls. Hence, to require marriage before a

priest was equivalent to requiring the pi’esence of one

hundred and sixty ordinary witnesses at the ceremony,
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As Mr. Justice Willessays, at that time, therefore, the

presence of the mass priest was a jdedgefor the notoriety

and certainty, a-td also for the legality of what was done.

If, by requiring the presence of a priest at the cere-

mony, it was merely designed to secure the blessings

of the church upon the union, there was no reason why
a priest might not have legally performed his oum
marriage ceremony. That did not satisfy the law,

however (Beamish vs. Beamish, supra.), and one reason

evidently was that the presence of a third person was

desired as a witness.

Tlhai publicity was one of the prime objects in requir-

ing solemnization is very significantly indicated by the

fact that the title of Lord Hardwicke’s Act making soZ-

e?u77i2aZioft indispensable was: “An Act for the better

prevention of clandestine niamayes." So in the pre-

amble of the famous decree of the Council of Trent

making solemnization compulsory, it appears that the

evil principally aimed at was to suppress the scandals

incident to clandestine marriages, and, as Lord Chan-

cellor Campbell shows, quoting from an authoritative

canonical writer, the presence of the priest as a “ trust-

worthy witness ” to the ceremony was one of the ob-

jects of solemnization. Beamish vs. Beamish, 11 Ir. C.

L., 634, 538, 540; Regina vs. Millis, 10 C. L. and Tin.

753. Even though the priest was an unwilling witness

and took no part in the ceremony, or even forbade it,

his presence was deemed sufficient to satisfy the re-

quirements of that decree. (Id.) The fact that Cali-

fornia had no established church, and that the mar-

riage ceremony could not, therefore, be canonically

performed here, did not make the common law of

England, which was expressly adopted, any the less

applicable. The vital principle was that a marriage

not celebrated according to the canonical requirements

was not, at common law, a valid marriage, but only an

executory contract. That negative principle did not

require any church establishment to carry it out. It
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simply made it necessary that the State should adopt

some legal mode of celebrating marriages. It did so

by the Act of April 20th, 1850, and it has follov/ed it

up by the Civil Code, whose provisions indicate that

the publicity of the marriage relation is essential. We
may remark further, that the absence of a church

establishment in any British colony has never been

deemed a ground for holding the common law doctrine

of marriage not to be in force there.

Piihlicity generally regarded in civilized comdries as an

element of legal marriage so far as their express

enactments go.

Mr. Justice Temple, in his concurring opinion in the

case at bar, says: “By the Justinian Code in the 6th
‘

‘ century, it was expressly provided that the mere con-
“ sent of the parties should be sufficient to constitute
“ marriage, except as to persons of rank. Such mar-
“ riages have been held valid throughout Christendom
“ ever since, with some few exceptions, made by
“ positive law, within the past two centuries. It goes
“ without saying that there have always been secret
“ marriages. They have always been condemned by
“the church and by the courts. And yet they have
“ always been held legal. It is, I think, safe to say,
“ that there is not a case in any country in Christen-
“ dom in which the marriage has been held void
“ merely because it is kept a secret, or because of the
“ contemporaneous agreement of secrecy, and no law
“ writer has ever suggested this as a plausible cause
“ of invalidity.”

This language seems to import that the general mat-

rimonial law of Christendom recognizes and has always

recognized the validity of secret marriages, and that

the cases in which publicity has been required are

“few ’’and “exceptional.” If this is a correct con-

struction of the learned Judge’s language, we respect-

fully submit that his Honor is in error. We be-

lieve it to be susceptible of positive demonstration
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that by the original matrimonial law of Christen-

dom, publicity, as evidenced by some ceremony, was

essential to the validity of marriage, and that where

secret marriages are allowed to be valid; it is a depart-

ure from that original general law. We have not

space or time to go into an exhaustive discussion of

the question here, even if it would be profitable, but

we beg leave to call the attention of the Court to some

authorities upon the point.

In the first place it is beyond question that by the

celebrated decree of the 24th Session of the Council

of Trent in 1563, “ Z)e Beformntione Matrimonii,” it

was provided that marriage should be celebrated in

the presence of a priest and tivo ivitnesses, and that

marriages, if not so celebrated, should be absolutely

null and void. Poynt. iliar. cmdDiv., 12; Beamish ys.

Beamish, 31th _Ir. C. L., 539, per Wiiles J., in the

House of Lords. This decree was accepted and be-

came the law throughout the Catholic World, and

most of Christendom was Catholic at that time. It

was not accepted in England, but, as we have already

seen, by the common law of England, long before the

Council of Trent, all marriages not publicl}^ solemnized

were invalid except as executory contracts. Here then

we have indubitable evidence that publicity was recog-

nized as essential to a valid marriage throughout the

most, if not the whole of Christendom, more than three

centuries ago.

It is undoubtedly true that for a long time prior to

the Council of Trent the requirement of publicity has

been relaxed in Continental Europe (though not in

England) so that a “private marriage was as good as

a public one.'’ Macqueen Husb. & W., 4. But the

evidence is overwhelming that this relaxation was a

departure from a, still more ancient law, and that the

decree of the Council of Trent was really a re-estab-

lishment of a still more ancient law of all Christendom

;

5 Law Mag. & Eev. (4th series) 39. Pothier points
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out that the celebration of the marriages of “ chris-

“ tians in the faith of the church, and with the nup-
“ tial benediction pronounced by the priest (nubere in

Domino, datesfrom the earliest christiam times.’' Willes

J., in Beamish vs. Beamish, 11th Ir. C. L., 529. In a

note to Poynt. Mar. & Div. 9, we find it stated that

according to Ayliffe, Pope Evaristus, writing to the

African Bishops, early in the second century, against

clandestine marriages, says: “Unless she be

espoused by the consent of her parent and

nearest relations, and be endowed according to law,

and likewise at the time of her nu’ptuals receives the

sacerdotal’s benediction, according to custom, by the

means of prayers and oblations, and be also given in

marriage by her paranymphi, such marriage is deemed
unlawful by the canon law. And this (adds Ayliffe)

was the ancient way of celebrating legal marriages in

the church, for otherwise they were only styled coujugia

prcesampta, and. not lawful marriages; and by that law

are rather termed adulteria, stujora and coiduberna, than

lawful marriages. Avliffe Paragon, Tit. “ Blar.’’

And Godolphin says: “ The syntagmatist tells us that

“ there is a canon extant made by John Metropolitan
“ of Muscovy, who is held as a prophet in Russia to

“ this day, that matrimonium non nisi publice in eccle-

“ siis conirahatur." Godolph. Rep. Can., 3d ed, 467.

In France, secret marriages were unquestionably

void at the time the English Marriage Act of 1853 was
passed (Scrimshire vs. Scrimshire, 2 Hagg. Cons., 395),

and they are so still. We quote the following from

Kelly’s French Law of Marriages, 12:

“The celebration must be public. Publicity con-
‘

‘ sists of a public celebration by the proper officer of

“the mairie in the presence of four witnesses. Pub-
“licity, however, is a question for the appreciation of
“ the Court, and the exact limits of it has given rise to

“some delicate question. It has been decided that
“ the marriage need not be celebrated at the mairie,
“ but if celefoated at a private house, the doors should
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“be thrown open. Generally, however, the publicity

“is deemed sufficient, provided it eliminates the pos-
“ sibility of the celebration having boon clandestine.

“The publications provided by Articles 63, 64, formed
“ an essential part of the Avhole question of publicity,

‘•but are treated separately under another heading;
“ because, forming, as they do, only a part of the ques-
‘

‘ tion, the mere absence of publication unaccompanied
‘

‘ by facts tending to show clandestinity may not be
‘
‘ sufficient to annul a marriage, whereas, absence of
“ piiblicity is absolutely fatal, whether accompanied by
“ such facts or not.”

The doctrine of the invalidity of secret marriages

can scarcely be called rare or exceptional when it is

and has been, almost without a break, for centuries

the law of two of the leading nations of Christendom,

England and France, not to speak of any others, and

was formerly the law of the whole Christian world,

and when it is now the undoubted law of at least a

considerable part of our own country, however it may
be as to the rest.

We submit, too, Haai.publicity is of the essence of

marriage as a legal institution, from the very nature of

it. It creates a certain status between the parties to

it, as well as between them and the public which the law

recognizes and enforces. How can such a public legal

stoi(u.s be logically created by a secret agreement be-

tween two persons, the knowledge of which is confined

to themselves ? How can the law take notice of secret

and clandestine relations ? Upon this point we quote

the following from an able and interesting article in a

prominent Scottish law journal: “But there is far

“ more, as to the particular condition of publicity. It
“ may very well be argued that according to the oriy-
“ inal marriage laiv of Europe, publicity is of the essence

of all marriage coment which can be recognized. The
“ contract is in no sense a private one, and the stcdus is
‘

‘ in its nature public.

“ A private marriage {\i we refer in the word marriage
“ to the status attained) is a contradiction in terms.
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‘ And this at once raises the question, Oan there he a
‘ necrei to entering vpnn the puhlic status ? There may
‘ very well be a secret consent or engagement to do so
‘ i)i the future, hut can there he a secret consent de proe-
‘ se)iti to a present change of puhlic status? Or, at all

‘ events, ought such a consent he recognized. There is a

‘ great deal in the older civilians to countenance the
‘ doctrine of Boehmer, that the marriage consent must
‘ he a consent declared hy some external act. He in-

‘ stances the deductio in domum mariti as a possible or
‘ proper test of this puhlicity. Now, in reading, the
‘ lawyers’ deductio often suggests itself to us rather as
‘ the equivalent to delivery. The contract, whether
‘ of sale or marriage, being already entered into and
‘ the transferrence being completed by the act of
‘ taking possession—an act which should thenceforth
‘ regulate the rights of parties in competition. But
‘ this is not the view which has heen taken hy the law.
‘ The contract of marriage has heen held to he puhlic and
‘ conclusive in a sense in which sale is not (so as for
‘ example to exclude subsequent questions of compe-
‘ tition founded either on deductio or concuhitus.) And
‘ plainly it has been so held, partly on the ground
‘ that the contract is in itself a pxihlic act

‘ in a sense in which other contracts are not,

‘ that mere matrimonial consent legitime declaratus,

‘ effects of itself the results which, in other cases, re-

‘ quire something more than a contract completed or
‘ even declared. But all this points in the strongest
‘ way to demanding publicity as a condition of the
‘ very consent to marriage. If it is within the right
‘ of the law to demand that the legitima declaratio shall
‘ include even the home-bringing of the bride, it is

‘ far more so to provide that the expression of con-
‘ sent shall take place publicly, as before a magistrate
‘ or other party recognized for the purpose by the
‘ law. One thing seems very clear : whatever may be
‘ said as to private marriages, clandestine marriages
‘ should never have been allowed to be valid. By
‘ clandestine we mean marriages which are not only

‘ private, but are intended to be private—secret con-
‘ sents to secret unions. A clandestine marriage is. in
‘ every sense, a contradiction in terms. It eoocludes one of
‘ the parties necessary to the contract; for marriage is not

‘ a contract between two parties, hut hetioeen three at least,

‘ and the thirdparty is not merely the divine assessor.
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“ but a human—no doubt divinely ordained—viz: so-
“ ciety. A mere marriage in sight of God is recog-
“ nized even by the feminine conscience as both a
“ dishonesty and a falsehood. It has alwaj'S been
“ recoguized as such, and is so now as much as ever,
“ notwithstanding the encouragement given to it by
‘

‘ the law. Sophistry and passion combined, have never
“ been able to persuade any one for an hour that
“ consent to a strictly clandestine ttnion was consent to the

“ public contract of marriage. Conjuginm vacat: Hoc
“ proptexit nomine cidpam. And loas there ever a single
‘

‘ case where the tmowledge that a clandestine union ivas

“ legally tolerated, had other than an evil effect on the

“parties contemplating it? I will not take the case of

“ promise, subseq. cop., where our laio mokes itself un-
“ equivocally the pander to passion. Take the most fav-
“ orable instance - that of de prcesenti consent, ex-
“ changed privately in writing. Is it possible to conceive a
“ case lohere such a proceeding is morally justifiable? ”

And in concluding his article, the learned writer

Publicity is a condition which is either already prop-
“ erly implied in consent to such a contract (referring to
‘

‘ the contract of marriage under the Scotch law), or
“ is, at least, singularly congruous to it.” 20 Jour.

Jur., 118 to 120.

The article from which the foregoing is quoted, was

written in advocacy of a proposed change in the mar-

riage law of Scotland, which would do away with

the evils incident to the loose “Scotch marriages.”

California Statute plainly imports the necessity ofpub-

licity to the validity of marriage.

That our statute does not expressly authorize secret

marriages is clear, as already shown. Hence, if such

marriages are invalid at common law, they remain so

nothwithstanding the statute. But we maintain that

the statute itself makes some degree of publicity es-

sential to the validity of all marriages without regard

to what the common law upon the subject was.
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The statute requires, in order to constitute mar-

riage, that consent shall be “ followed by a solemniza-
“ tion, or by a mutual assumption of marital rights,

“ duties or obligations.” (Civil Code, Sec, 55.) It

provides further, that “consent to and consummation
“ of marriage may be manifested in any form, and may
“ be proved under the same general rules of evidence
“ as facts in other cases.” (Civil Code, Sec 57.)

Now it is clear that whatever the “ mutual assump-

tion of marital rights, duties or obligations” men-
tioned in Sec. 55 may mean, it was intended to take

the place of solemnization, to perform the same office

and to have the same legal effect. Now, what is de-

signed to be effected by solemnization of a marriage,

especially where such solemnization is by a secular

officer and is a purely secular ceremony ? Obviously

it is intended as a of the fact of marriage

and as an authorization of it for the purpose of subse-

quent proof, the religious element being out of the

case. Publication, as we have seen, was always a

prime object in requiring solemnization of marriage.

The objection suggested by Mr. Justice McKinstry

that the statute does not purport to require a public

solemnization, we submit with great deference, is

answered by the fact that solemnization is of necessity

and for every essential purpose, a public act. It is

performed by a public officer or by a clergyman stand-

ing in the place of such officer. It involves the pres-

ence of some other person than the contracting par-

ties, some person representing the State or the pubLc.

The fact of marriage is just as tiuly published by such

solemnization, as already remarked, as a will is “ pub-

lished ” when executed in the presence of the re-

quired number of witnesses to whom the nature of the

instrument is announced, or as a slander is “pub-

lished” when it is communicated to one person. In all

these cases the “ publication ” may be accompanied by

an injunction or promise of secrecy on the part of all
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coucerned. A solemnized marriage cannot be a secret

marriage in the sense that this alleged marriage M'as

secret, even thoiigh it is solemnized without license and

is never recorded.

We insist, as heretofore suggested, that the “mu-
tual assumption of marital rights, duties or obliga-

tions ” required in lieu of solemnization, must amount

as solemnization to a ’publication and certification of

the fact of marriage, it must be something which makes

the public a party to the transaction
;
and which will

facilitate proof of the marriage. Whatever it may be,

therefore, it cannot be a secret act unhioion to any but

the pretended spouses. How can such an act conduce in

any way to prove the marriage, or to render the fact

certain ? What single element could such a fact add

to a marriage, which is involved in solemnization ?

What single conceivable purpose effected by solemni-

zation would be effected by any secret assumption of

marital rights ?

When the framers of our Code superadded to the

provision of the proposed New York Code, which was be-

fore them as a model
,
that consent should make marriage

the further provision that such consent should not have

that effect unless followed by solemnization, or by “a
mutual assumption of marital rights, duties or obliga-

tions,” they must have intended to add some siib-

stantial ingredient to the other element of marriage,

and must have designed that it should perform some
legal office not formed by consent alone. What was

that new ingredient, and why was it added ? If it was

the mere consummation which is construed as

“ simply sexual intercourse,” what possible purpose

could be served by requiring it ? If it might be veiled

in entire and absolute secrecy, it certainly could not

contribute in any way to the proof of marriage.

What possible design of the law-maker could
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be answered by requiring a woman who claimed

a marriage 'per verba de proesenti, to testify not

only that solemn words of present contract,

evidenced perhaps by writing passed between the par-

ties, but also that the defendant had secretly had sex-

ual intercourse with her? That the addition to

the New York provision could have no substantial

or desirable legal effect upon the construction

of the respondent’s counsel here, is shown by the

fact that it is claimed that for all material purposes our

law is just the same as if no such provision had been

made—the same as the Scotch law since Dairymple’s

case, that consent alone makes marriage.

We cannot believe that our Code makers had no

motive in requiring “mutual assumption of marital

rights” etc., to complete an unsolemnized- marriage.

It cannot be that they meant only to require sexual

intercourse. If that was what they meant, there is no
reason why they should not have required it also in the

case of a solemnized marriage. They must have meant
something different. They must have meant some-

thing that would faciliate the proof of marriage, and if

so it must have been something that was not secret, and
unknown to all the world but the parties themselves.

The multiplication of requirements to constitute mar-

riage which must or may consist of facts known only

to the parties, could not possibly afford any additional

safe guard against spurious claims of marriage. If a

woman or man claiming a marriage is willing to swear
that there was a secret contract of marriage with an-

other, contrary to the fact she or he can and will just

as readily swear that there was also secret copulation.

If “mutual assumption of marital rights, ” etc., does

not mean copulation, but means something else taking

place between the parties, unknown to anybody else,

some kind of solemn private assumption of matrimo-
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nial obligation, there was no sense in requiring it in

addition to consent, because the consent itself imports

it. The words of the alleged contract or ‘

‘declaration

of marriage ” in this case constitute just as solemn an
assumption of the matrimonial state as could be made
by mere words between the parties. It is the only

“assumption” which the findings disclose, unless they

show secret copulation. It comes to this, therefore,

according to the plaintiff’s contention, either secret

copulation is a “mutual assumption of marital rights,”

etc., or the alleged contract itself constitutes such “as-

sumption,” and either branch of the dilemma makes
the statutory requirement an absurdity.

The provisions of See. 57 of the Civil Code furnish

the strongest possible confirmation of our views that

the “ mutual assumption of marital rights,” etc., re-

quired by Sec. 55 means something different from a

“secret assumption,” and especially different from

secret copulation.

Sec. 57 provides that consent and consummation
“ may be manifested in any form, and may be proved

under the same general rules of evidence,” as other

facts. “Manifested,” as the dictionary tells us, means
“disclosed,” “displayed,” “exhibited,” “made to ap-

pear.” Now, if we substitute in the section the words

“sexual intercourse” for “ consummation,” and give

“ manifested ” any of these meanings, the provision

becomes nonsensical. Thus; “ Sexual intercourse may
“ be exhibited in any form, and may be proved under
“ the general rules of evidence,” etc. Or, if we sub-

stitute for “consummation” the words “secret as-

sumption of marital rights,” the section is still

nonsense: “Secret assumption * * * maybe dis-

played or exhibited,”

But Justice Temple says that “ manifested ” has ref-

erence to proof, or mode of proof. This, we submit.
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does not make the section any the less objectionable if

consummation means what the respondent’s claim. In

that event it would read that consent and consummation
‘

‘ may be proved in any form
,
and may be proved un-

der the general rules of evidence like other facts ? If

his Honor means that “ manife-ted ” should be trans-

lated “ exhibited,” or displayed for purposes of proof

—

and it may perhaps have that meaning—is it not

clear that
‘

‘ consummation ” cannot mean any secret act

whatever? How can a secret act be “displayed or

exhibited for purposes of proof ?
”

Mr. Justice McKinstry suggests that mutual assump-

tion ” cannot mean an open assumption, because it

would involve the absurdity that the parties must live

together openly and have intercourse for some time

definite or indefinite, before they were married ? To
this we answer that, in our view, when a man having

contracted a present marriage with a woman, openly

takes her to his home as his wife, and openly proclaims

his marriage -to his and her friends, it amounts to

an assumption of the marital relation without a sin-

gle act of intercourse.

To construe our statute as we construe it, is to put

our Marriage Act in line with the matrimonial legisla-

tion of the most advanced civilization. All provisions,

indeed, in all marriage acts, relating to the solemiza-

tion of marriage, or the equivalents of solemnization,

have reference to the publication and authentication

of the act. No nation or State of any pretensions to

enlightenment, ever made mere copulalion essential to

marriage
;
and yet that is what we are asked to believe

that California has done. Upon that point we quote

the following from a standard anthor:

“ One principle pervades all the different modes of
“ celebrating marriage, which is, that the matrimonial
“ union is in all cases to be established by consent
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“ alone; and that the formalities which the laws of
“ different States require are nothing more than so
“ many modes of declaring or substantiating tliis con-
“ sent. They all have a reference to the pnhliciti/ or
“ evidence of the marriage; but the source of the obli-

gation is consent, which founds the relation of hus-
“ band and wife anterior to all succeeding ceremonies
“ and formalities, and to any carnal connection. From
‘‘ the very nature of the thing it could not be other-
“ wise; for it were absurd to rest in any degree the
“ validity of a permanent and rational society for life

“ on the momentaiy gratification of an animal passion;
“ audit may he affirmed ivitlwid the fear ofcontradiction,
“ that in every nation on the globe, which is hut one stage
“ removedfrom barbarism, the constitution of marriage is

“ derivedfrom consent, duly authenticated, independent
‘

‘ of the conjunctio corporumd' (Shelford Marr. &Div. 6.

We call particular attention to the close of the fore-

going extract which we have given in italics. Our
contention is that the “mutual assumption” required

by our statute is intended to authenticate and publish

the matrimonial consent. The parties must assume

the status of married people in the community. It

does not, in our view, require that there should

be any sexual intercourse at all to constitute it.

The open taking of a wife, as a wife, to the husband’s

home to dwell with him, in honor would constitute it,

though there should never be any sexual intercourse.

The assumption of marital rights and duties takes

place when the parties by their acts and conduct in

the face of the community take upon themselves the

status of married people.

The findings here, if they show copulation at all,

show that that was the only “assumption ” of the mar-

ital relation that there ever was. The statement that

they “mutually assumed towards each other marital

rights,” etc., in view of the fact that, as elsewhere

shown, tills assumption was necessarily a secret, goes

for nothing. It might as well have been stated that
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they “ miTtually assumed marital rights, etc., in their

minds.” The contract itself involved all the “ mutual

assumption towards each other" which there ever was

or could have been, or that was necessary. The statute

means something more than that, or it would have

provided, like the New York proposed Code, that con-

sent alone should be sufficient.

The Essentials of a Mutual Assumption of Marital

Bights, Duties or Obligations,

Assuming that prior to the code consent alone would

constitute marriage, and that such consent would be

secret, it must be assumed that the law of marriage by
consent alone was changed for some good and sufficient

reason, and the first thing to be ascertained in account-

ing for the change is what was the nature of the mis-

chiefs and evils to be avoided in the future by the

change of the old law. Every man of intelligence

must be aware of the mischievous effects associated

with and woeful consequences following private, irregu-

lar and secret marriages. These mischiefs and evils,

it is reasonable to suppose, were the things which the

law making power designed to remedy by the abroga-

tion of the old law which resulted from the adoption

of the statute now under consideration. It therefore

follows that to give full force to the statute, which

requires performance of the second essential step for

the constituting of a marriage, a meaning should be

given the words of the statute which applied, would

operate as a remedy of such evils and mischiefs.

The interpretation or definition given in the prevail-

ing opinions of the Court to the sentence above quoted,

does not and cannot remedy, in any manner, or in any

manner prevent the evils of irregular, secret and clan-

destine marriages; hence it becomes necessary to find
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some other definition and meaning of the word employ-

ed; a definition and meaning which will carry into efi'ect

the benign purposes of the law. How can this bo done?

The answer is, by giving to the words of the law to

be interpreted, the meaning which the intelligent moral

sense of society readily understands to be the ob-

servance and performance by the parties primarily

concerned, each to the other, and both to the world

about them, of the rights and duties imposed and

involved in the marriage relation. These mutual

rights and duties are not specified in the statute, and

therefore it is necessary to ascertain what they are by

reference to the usages and observances which mark and

distinguish the relations of married persons as between

themselves and in their relation to all others, in well or-

dered society. Persons contemplating marriage are re-

quired by the statute as a condition precedent to their

marriage in fact, to mutually assume marital rights

and duties, and where such assumption involves

performance, in order to effectuate the assumption,

they must perform. It may be objected that we have

not specified the acts necessary to constitute the as-

sumption. Marital rights and duties are necessarily

manifold and the performance of such rights and

duties may require years, or a lifetime, before they

are performed in full measure, but the assumption of

them in the aggregate is a fulfillment of the require-

ments of the statute, and where they are assumed by

the parties in good faith, they at once, become husband

and Avife.

The marriage, as a fact accomplished, is one thing,

and proof of the fact is another. If the fact be de-

nied by a party having the right to do so, then the

proof must be produced by the party alleging it to es-
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tablish the fact of the marriage. The fact of marriage'

is not proved by proving the consent alone; the cor-

relative branch of the required proceeding must be

proved as a fact unaided by proof by the consent, the

first step in the proceeding.

How is an alleged marriage to be proved? First,

by evidence amounting to proof of consent. Second,

by evidence amounting to proof of the solemnization,

or by the alternative mode expressed in the statute by

the phrase, “the mutual assumption of marital rights,

duties or obligations.” This alternative mode of es-

tablishing the fact of marriage must be proved as un-

equivocally as is required in the case of an alleged

solemnization. The rule of law requiring proof of

the one mode of consummation of the marriage ap-

plies with the same imperative force to the other.

Here the question recurs. What are the nature and

qualities of the duties, which assumed in good faith,

amount to the execution, performance or fulfillment of

the second condition to the consummation of the mar-

riage ? We answer, that all rights and duties must be

assumed which, as above said, are manifold, and then

the marriage is complete—an accomplished fact. If,

however, the assumption be a controverted matter, or

question, then the party on whom is the burden of

proving such assumption is bound to establish by

competent evidence the fact or facts of mutual assump-

tion of marital rights and duties; and in order to do

so, the nature and character of the rights and duties

to be assumed must needs be ascertained; and when

the performance or the execution of such rights or du-

ties is involved in or consequent upon the assump-

tion, the performance or exercising of such rights and

duties must appear by evidence to have been performed,
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or be ill contemplatiou of performance at the proper

time, — for the duties of to-morrow or next year can-

not be performed to-day. The thing performed must

be of a character certain and unequivocal, and totally

inconsistent with illicit or meretricious relations of

the parties. Sexual intercourse is consistent with a

meretricious relation of the parties concerned, and

therefore cannot, standing alone or standing asso-

ciated with other facts and circumstances of an equiv-

ocal character be relied on as proof of the assumption

required. A man may support a mistress, he may in-

troduce her to others and take her to places of amuse-

ment; he may do all these to hide and conceal from his

acquaintances and friends his secret relations with

her. All these things are consistent with illicit in-

tercourse, and standing alone are insufficient, because

equivocal, to establish the fact to be proved as the

ultimate fact of the case. It is true that some of the

matters here mentioned may exist consistently with the

relations of husband and wife, and as they may exist

in either case, and in both cases, they are, standing alone,

doubtful, uncertain and equivocal, and consequently

inconclusive and unreliable as evidence of the fact of

marriage. Inasmuch as it must be that marital or

matrimonial relations or rights and duties of an un-

equivocal nature must be assumed in order to comply

with the exactions of the statute, it is of the office of

interpretation to inquire and ascertain the nature and

quality of the rights and duties of an unequivocal

character which must be assumed. We have said these

rights and duties are manifold; in general they consist

of the acts, things, conduct and observances which

mark and distinguish the lives, habits and demeanor

of married people in their intercourse v th one another
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and with the community in which they may be. Upon
the occurrence of a marriage of a man and woman,

she, at once, takes his name, they each, at once, intro-

duce each other to their friends and acquaintances as

“my husband,” or “my wife,” as the case maybe.

They abide together, openly, in the face of the world,

and are not ashamed. They are recognized by all as

husband and wife, and as such are respected and hon-

ored by their friends and neighbors. All these things

which are’ immediate are at once observed and per-

formed, and thus the assumption of marital rights and

duties is proved to be sincere and genuine. These,

and like matters, being thus assumed, consummate the

marriage begun by tlie consensual contract, and being

proved, establish the marriage as a fact accomplished.

The acts, matters and things here enumerated and

others of like nature, are wholly inconsistent with

a meretricious intercourse of the parties, and being

proved, the presumption is that all marital rights and

duties, immediate and future, are assumed by the

parties in good faith, so that if the act of sexual inter-

course take place among the first acts of mutual

rights and duties, it is to be deemed, and is, in law, a

lawful act, though, standing alone, as before remarked,

it could not be deemed evidence of mutual assump-

tion of marital rights, duties or obligations. This

interpretation of the provision of the law under consid-

eration, obviates the difficulty suggested by Mr. Justice

McKinstry, and should allay the fears and apprehen-

sions of the Court lest an honest woman might be de-

frauded by a scoundrel, who, under the pretense of the

assumption of marital rights and duties, might work

her ruin. The possibility of a fraud of the one party or

the other, ought not to be allowed to defeat the aims
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and objects of the law designed for the benefit and

protection of parties immediately concerned, and the

community in which they live.

It is to be observed here that the contract of

present consent did not constitute a marriage, that

such consent was only one of the steps to be taken

;

that there was another condition, which was a condition

precedent to the eftectuating of the contemplated mar-

riage, which condition in its nature could be executed

and performed only by the mutual assumption of the

marital rights and duties which could only be mani-

fested by doing the things of an unquestionable and

unequivocal character, essentially necessary to be done

immediately as acts and things constituting the as-

sumption of such rights and duties. So that the agree-

ment of secrecy was an agreement not to assume, in

the way and manner which the law required in execu-

tion of the acts and things necessary to a consumma-

tion of the marriage begun by the consensual con-

tract, which agreement being observed and kept,

prevented the completion or consummation of the

inchoate marriage.

We do not regard the rule of law declared by the

Court to be the Scotch law and the common law of

England on the subject as in any degree affecting the

question in this case. Here there was an agreement

not to comply with the demand of our law necessary

to constitute a marriage by and between the parties,

which agreement was kept, and as a consequence, the

marriage apparently contemplated by the consensual

contract never became a marriage in fact. We admit

that an agreement to keep secret a marriage consum-

mated by solemnization could not have the effect to
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destroy it, however reprehensible such agreement

might be, for the reason that the parties cannot divorce

themselves by an open or secret agreement.

The decisions of Scotch or English courts that the

parties may lawfully agree to keep the marriage secret,

may be admitted to be logical, because in the cases

calling for such decisions, the marriages were accom-

plished facts under the law. Not so under our Civil

Code, which prescribes two separate steps in the pro-

ceeding; and the agreement of secrecy in its effect if

observed is to defeat the performance of the half, and

essential half, of the marriage ceremony; for, as al-

ready said, the exercise or performance of the marital

rights and duties, not of doubtful or equivocal nature,

is open and known, and cannot he otherivise; therefore,

as already appears, an agreement of secrecy is an

agreement not to do or perform what the law demands

and makes necessary to the constituting of a marriage

begun by a consensual contract, and consummated by

the mutual assumption of marital rights, duties or

obligations.

The secrecy clause of the so-called marriage con-

tract is cogent and convincing evidence of the dispo-

sitions and intentions of the parties not to assume matri-

monial relations as the law and customs of well ordered

and well regulated society demand; from which it is

legitimate to infer that their secret cohabitation or

association, which followed, was illicit and so intended

to be from the beginning. It does not appear that

there was any cause or prudential reasons for secrecy,

if marriage were intended. The parties engaged

in the transaction well knew that the interests and

decencies of society demanded public announcement.
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in some form or manner, of the relations existing

between them, if they were in fact, husband and wife,

and it will not do to say at this day that the public or

society has no concern in the matter, even though it

may be too late in this age of the Christian era

to deny the validity of clandestine and secret mar-

riages, notwithstanding the church and courts of

justice have since the daj's of Justinian denounced

them as immoral and fraught with evil and only evil.

Admitting, for the sake of argument, that the law of

Scotland and of England and of some other lands

tolerates this species of marriage, the denunciation of

clandestine and secret marriages by the church and the

courts may be reg.irded as well founded, and as

affording evidence of the mischiefs and evils which

were of sufficient importance to demand of our Code

Commissioners and the Legislature which adopted the

Civil Code relating to marriage, some measure of re-

form, and improvement of our laws of marriage. To

hold that a change of the law as it existed was with-

out design, or a step backward, cannot be accepted as

a just interpretation of an important provision of the

statute evidently intended as an improvement of the

existing law.

Findings do not shoio consummation according to

respondent' s own theory, loithout regard to the ne-

cessity ofpublicity to validate the marriage.

Assuming the plaintiff’s theory is correct, that

publicity is not asseutial to the validity of an unsol-

emnized marriage in California, and that all that is

necessary is consent followed by copulation, both of

which may be secret

—

the findings do not show even

these facts. That there is no direct finding of copula-

tion, or sexual intercourse, or consummation, wffil not
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be disputed. There is simply a finding of some sort

of cohabitation. Coliabitation, however, is a mere

probative or evidential fact. It is a fact which when
properly shown, raises a presumption of sexual inter-

course or the copula, which the plaintiff claims con-

stitutes consummation in this State. The ultimate fact

is the copulation. Now it is well settled in this state

that findings must find the ultimate and not the proba-

tive facts, and that if the probative rather than the

ultimate facts are found they must be sufficient clearly

to prove the ultimate facts, or they will be bad. Are
the facts found here sufficient to prove copulation ? We
maintain that they are not.

In the first place, the cohabitation necessary to

raise a presumption of copulation must be a cohabita-

tion as “ husband and wife.” The finding here speaks

only of a cohabitation “in the way usual vnth married

people.” What does that mean? It certainly does

not necessarily mean a cohabitation ‘ ‘ as husband and

wife,” that is to say, in the character of husband and

wife.

But the fatal objection to this finding is that al-

though it appears from this and other findings that the

parties were living in a public hotel, their cohabitation

was so secret and stealthy as to be absolutely unknown
to any other person. If the findings do not show
that, how could the counsel for the plaintiff claim,

as he did, that so far as appears from the record the

parties were supposed by all their friends and ac-

quaintances to be simply “ unmarried people ” who
were “ engaged to be married,” and living as single

persons ? Now, without regard to the fact that some
publicity is essential to the validity of a marriage, we
maintain that this stealthy cohabition was not the mat-

trimonial cohabitation from which consummation of

the marriage by sexual intercourse can be inferred.
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“ Cohabitation as husband and wife is a manifestation
“ of the 'parties having consented to contract tlmt relation
“ inter sese. It is a holding forth hy conduct, demeanor
“ and habit, that the ma'n and woman loho live together
“ have agreed to tahe each other in marriage, and to stand
“ in the marital relation of husband and wife, andtohen
“ credit is given hy those among xohom they live, hy their
“ reloiiveSy neighbors, friends gnd acquaintances, to these
“ representations and this continued conduct, then habit
“ and repute arise and attend upon the cohabitation.”

Camphell vs. Campbell, Scotch App. Oas., 210; Cord’s
Married Women (2d. ed.) sec. 1, note 13.

This is said of a case where marriage is sought to

be proved by habit and repute. And it unquestiona-

bly lays down the correct rule. So Mr. Justice

Cooley, speaking of a cohabitation which will be suf-

ficient, says that it is where the parties having taken

each other for husband and wife, live together “pro-

fessedly in that relation.^’ Hutchins vs. Kimmel, 31

Mich., 12(), S. C. 18 A. M. Kep., 166. See also the

numerous cases cited by Judge Evans on the former

argument on cohabitation as evidence of marriage.

Indeed it seems to us that the phrase “ cohabitation

as husband and Avife ” necessaril\' imports a professing

to liA^e together in that capacity either by declarations

or by open- conduct of the parties. In Sullivan vs.

State, 32 Ark.
, 190, cohabit is defined, quoting Bou-

vier, as “ To live together in the same house, claiming

to he married.’' See also Pollock a"S. Pollock, 71 N. Y.,

146. If it be said that this is not a case of proof of

marriage by habit and repute, we answer, that while

the finding of the consent, if good at all, is a direct

and evidential finding, the finding of the other ele-

ment of a legal marriage, that is to say, of the consum-

mation, is only evidential. It must therefore show the

same sort of cohabitation which would be necessary

if the entire marriage rested upon habit and repute.

So far as the consummation is concerned it is as ap-
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pears from the findings, a case of marriage by “ habit

and repute,” and cohabitation is merely evidence of

the marriage, if it is a matrimonial cohabitation.

Case vs. Case, 17 Cal., 598 ;
Kelley vs. Marphy, 70 id.,

664. To be sufficient, it must appear that it purported

to be a cohabitation as husband and wife. It cannot

be claimed, upon the findings, that this cohabitation

purported anything of the sort.

Another element of such cohabitation as would raise

a presumption of consummation, which is wanting

here, according to the findings, is the element of per-

manence or fixity of residence together. “ By cohab-
“ iting must be understood a dwelling or living to-

” gether, not a transient and single unlawful inter-

“ view.” (Co'mmo7iwealth Ys. Calef, 10 Mass., 153.)

Cohabiting means a living together in one house,

” a boarding or tabling together; it carries with it the

“ idea of a fixed residelice." (Ohio vs. Connoway, Tap-

pan, Ohio, 59.) Now, when it affirmatively appears

that the cohabitation, though taking place in a public

hotel, was so secret as to be utterly unknown to the

most intimate friends and relatives of the parties, is it

not clear that it must have consisted of occasional

stolen interviews, and could not be that constant

dwdling together from which a consummation of a

marriage can be presumed ?

Findings, taken altogether, show that the alleged con-

tract, if it ever was made, was not intended as a

real marriage, hut as a cover or pretense.

Taking the whole case together, as it appears from

the findings, and considering the conduct of the par-

ties after the alleged marriage, their stealthy cohabita-

tion, their pretending to their friends to be unmar-

ried, etc., when no excuse whatever is shown for such
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behavior, we maintain that the record shows enough
to warrant this Court in holding that the alleged con-

tract was never intended to be real. It is simi)ly in-

credible that parties intending marriage, and suppos-

ing themselves to be lawfully married, should have

pursued such a course without any excuse or justifica-

tion, A contract of marriage, even in Scotland, fol-

lowed by such a course of conduct, would be held to be
no marriage. Jolly vs. McGregor, 3 Wills & Shaw, 85;

Stuart vs. Robertson, L. E. 2 H. L. Scotch, 494, 534;

Dysart Peerage Case, L. R. 6 App. Cas., 556.

The complaint does not state facts sufficient

to constitute a cause of action.

I. No marriage shown by the complaint.

Whether this suit is regarded as a suit in equity to

establish a marriage under Sec. 78 of the Civil Code,

or a suit for divorce, an allegation of a marriage be-

tween the parties is equally essential to make out a

cause of suit. It is well settled that a complaint in

a suit for divorce must allege an actual marriage.

Schouler, Husb. and Wife, Sec. 54.4; 2 Bish. Mar. &D,
4 Ed., Secs. 330 et seq-, Brinckle vs. BrincJde, 10 Phila.,

1. An allegation of an agreement to marry “then and

there,” will not do, for an agreement to marry, is not

a marriage. Brinckle vs. Brinckle, 10 Phila., 1.

The original practice in the Ecclesiastical Courts

was to set out the marriage with great particularity,

including the preliminary publication of banns, etc. 2

Bishop Mar. & D. 4: Ed., Sec. 330. It is now estab-

lished, however, in England, by rule of Court, that an

allegation that at a time and place stated the parties

were “ lawfully married” is sufficient, the word “law-

fully” importing a compliance with the legal require-
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ments. 2 Bishop 31. cfe D. Sec. 332. Leighton vs. Leigh-

ton, 14 Jur. 318. And Mr. Bishop ventures the opinion

that, in most of the States, this form of averment would

be sufficient.

Treating the suit as a suit to establish the validity

of a pretended marriage uader the Civil Code, Sec. 78,

the necessity of alleging the marriage is still more ap-

parent, the remedy being one purely statutory. And
in such a case it would not be sufficient to allege that

the parties were lawfully married. It would obviously

be necessary to set out the facts supposed to constitute

the marriage so as to enable the Court to pronounce

upon the validity of the marriage on the face of the

complaint.

How stands the case here ? There is no averment

that the parties were “lawfully married,” or that they

were married at all. It affirmatively appears that there

was no solemnization of marriage, and the pleader

seems to have had it in mind to aver a marriage by
consent followed by cohabitation. The complaint,

however, does not allege any such thing.

2. Allegation that ‘‘the plaintiff and defendant became

"by mutual agreement husband and wife" is an averment

of afalse conclusion of law, and is clearly bad.

The complaint avers in the first paragraph that on

August 25th, 1880, “ the plaintiff and defendant became

by mutual agreement husband and wife,” and this is

the only thing approaching even the resemblance of an

allegation either of a marriage or of an agreement to

marry. That it avers neither a mariage nor an agree-

ment to marry is obvious. It avers simply that, as the

result of some “ mutual agreement,” the parties be-

came husband and wife. It is not stated wluxt the agree-

ment was or when it toas made, or loho made it. Was it

an agreement ^er yertct depresenii ov per verba de future.
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or an agreement to marry at all ? Was it made at the

time the parties are said to have become hnsbaiid and

wife or at some prior time ?

However intelligent a person the plaintiff may be

there is certainly a possibility as to whether her judg-

ment as to the effect of an agreement might be such

as this Court would be willing to substitute for its

own. Or, assuming that the words “mutual agree-

ment ” necessarily imputed an agreement between the

plaintiff and defendant, there is not a syllable to show
that the agreement was not a mere agreement for illicit

intercourse, or that it was not made years before Au-

gust 25, 1880. How can the Court possibly determine

whether the parties became husband and wife by that

agreement without a statement of what were its terms,

who made it, and when it was made ?

The averment simply states the pleader's conclusion

that the parties became husband and wife by some un-

known and undescribed “mutual agreement.” It is a

mere averment of the legal effect of an agreement not

set out, an averment of a legal conclusion from facts

not stated, and it presents no traversable issue, and is

clearly bad. Curtis vs. Bichards, 9 Cal., 33; Wells vs.

McPike, 21 Id., 215; Fi^isc/i vs. Galer, 21 Id., 71;

People vs. Supervisors, 27 Id., 055; Wedderspoon ys.

Bogers, 32 Id., 569; Poorman vs. Mills, 35 Id., 118;

Aurrecoechea vs. Sinclair, 60 Id., 532; Jones vs.

Dow, 137 Mass., 119; Bank vs. Bogy, 9 Mo. App.,

335; Butts vs. Phelps, 79 Mo., 302; Moore vs. Hobbs,

79 N. C., 535; Thomas vs. Desmond, 12 How. Pr.,

321; Kelso vs. Bleniing, 3 N. East Bep., 830; Win-

standleyxs. Bariden, Hid., 15; Fitewa. Orro's Assignee,

1 S. W. Kep., 582.

In all these cases it will be perceived that the alle-

gations or denials were of the legal effect of contracts

not set out or described, and were analogous in princi-

ple to the allegation now under discussion. When a
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lawful marriage is entered into, the status of husband
and wife results therefrom by operation of law. It is

the legal effect of the contract. How can the allega-

tion of such a mere legal conclusion possibly be sus-

tained? la Brinclde vs. Brhiclde, 10 Phila., 1, there

was an averment in a divorce case that, on a certain

day, the plaintiff “became the lawful wife” of the

defendant, and then an agreement made on said day
“ to become then and there ” husband and wife, was

alleged. It was held that this was no averment of any

marriage. That case was much stronger than this in

favor of the pleading, because there was an agreement

explicity alleged, while no agreement whatever is

alleged here.

But this is a worse case than that of a mere allega-

tion of a conclusion of law, became here the alleged con-

clusion is obviously false. The Statutes of this State

expressly provide that mere consent, or, in other

words, a mere agreement of parties, does not constitute

marriage. Civ. Code, Sec. 55. The Court therefore

takes notice of the fact that in this case the plaintiff

and defendant could not become husband and wife by

any possible mutual agreement." The averment is an

averment of an impossible legal conclusion and is false

on its face. It is worse than no averment at all. If

the complaint had been silent on the point it might be

supposed that possibly the parties were husband and

wife; but w'hen it avers that they became husband and

wife by an agreement which the Statute explicitly de-

clares cannot have that effect, it is tantamount to an

averment that they did not become so at all.

3. Averment of making declaration in the third para-

graph of the complaint, is no averment of an agreement

or contract of marriage.
'

It may be claimed that if the second paragraph of

the complaint does not set out an agreement of mar-
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riage which, if followed by an assumption of marital

rights, etc., would be sufficient to constitute a valid

marriage, under the California law, the defect is reme-

died by the third paragraph. That paragraph avers

that on said 25th “day of August, 1880, at said City
“ and County, inasmuch as said marriage had not been
“ solemnized in the mode provided by Sec. 70 of the

“ Civil Code . of California, the plaintiff and defendant

^‘jointly made a declaration of marriage, in loriting,

“ signed by each of them substantially in for.n as re-

“ quired by Sec. 75 of the Civil Code.”-

This is no averment of any agreement to marry and

certainly not of any actual marriage. The declaration

provided for in Sec. 75 is a declaration to be made
after marriage, as the language of the section shows.

It is as follows

:

“Persons married without the solemnization pro-

“ vided for in section seventy must jointly make a dec-

“ laration of marriage substantially showing:

“1. The names, ages and residence of the parties.

“2d. Thefact ofmarriage. 3d. The time of marriage. 4th.

“ That the marriage has not been solemnized.” Clearly

until after the marriage the declaration could not show
the “fact of marriage,” nor “the time of marriage.''

And, furthermore, if the declaration was designed to

constitute an agreement of marriage, either de presenti

or defuturo, it would be absurd to require it to state

that the marriage had not been “ solemnized.” In the

complaint, also, this alleged declaration is treated as

something taking place after marriage. The allegation

says: “Inasmuch as said marriage had not been solem-

nized.” The alleged declaration cannot be understood

as in any sense a contract of marriage, embodying tbe

“consent” required by law to constitute a marriage, be-

cause the section under which it is alleged to have been

drawn does not provide for the insertion of anything in
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the remotest degree importing “consent,” or any agree-

ment to marry. It is averred that the declaration was

substantially in the form required by that section. If so,

it certainly did not say anything about consent, and

could not possibly contain any agreement to marry de

prcEsenti or de futuro.

A further defect in the averment of the making of

the declaration referred to is the fact that it refers to
‘

‘said marriage ” when no marriage is previously men-
tioned in the complaint. And a still more serious defect

lies in the fact that the declaration is not set out either

ipsissimus verbis or in effect, but it is simply alleged to

have been substantially in form ‘
‘ as required ” by the

statute. Certain)}^ it is unnecessary to cite authority

that this is the pleader’s conclusion, and amounts to

nothing. Apart from the defects last mentioned, how-

ever it is, v/e submit, perfectly apparent that the alle-

gation respecting the “declaration of marriage’’ does

not, in the smallest degree, aid or cure the want of any

averment of an agreement to marry, or of any aver-

ment of actual marriage in the preceding paragraphs.

Taking both paragraphs together, the complaint sim-

ply avers, in the first place, as a conclusion of law, that

the plaintiff and defendant by some “ mutual agree-

ment,” the parties, terms and time of which are not

stated, became husband and wife, although the law is

express that they could not become husband and wife

by any agreement whatever. In the next place it is

averred that the parties made a joint declaration of

“said marriage,” the terms of the declaration not

being stated, but it being merely alleged, again as a

conclusion of law, that it was substantially in form

as required by the Statute. It is, we submit, .prepos-

terous to claim that all these averments together

allege any agreement of marriage, either per verba de

prcEsenti or per ver^ba de futuro. But, even if the aver-

ment of an agreement of marriage or consent to mar-
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riage were full and perfect, the complaint would still

fail to allege any marriage.

4. No averment of ‘^mutual assumption of marital

''rights, duties or obligations," which omission is fatal,

whether open or public assumption was necessary or not.

The Code provides that “consent alone will not con-

“ stitute marriage; it must be followed solemniza-
‘

‘ tion or by mutual assumption of marital rights, duties

“ and obligations." Civil Code, Sec. 55.

Conceding for the present, for the sake of the ar-

gument, that the learned judge of the Court below was

correct in his conclusion, that the “ mutual assumption
“ of marital rights” etc., here spoken of does not mean
any open and public act, but that the Statute will

be satisfied by the taking on of such rights be-

tween the parties themselves, concealed from, and un-

known to all other persons, it nevertheless means so

much, at least; and whatever it means, it was necessary

in this case to allege it in the complaint. There is, in

the complaint, no averment whatever of any “mutual
“ assumption of marital rights, duties and obligations.”

In lieu of such an averment, it is alleged that the

parties “ commenced living and cohabiting together as

“husband and wife.” Whether the “mutual assumption

“of marital rights/’ etc., spoken of, is intended to be

something public or not, there is unanswerable logic

in the suggestion of Mr. Justice McKinstry, that it

probably means more than “consummation” in the

sense of sexual intercourse. It is incredible, indeed,

that if the learned Commissioners who framed the Code

meant simply “consummation,” in that sense, they

should have used the cumbrous, and, as Prof. Pom-
eroy terms it “uncouth phrase,” “mutual assumption

of marital rights, duties or obligations.” Such a defi-



nition of matrimonial copulation would be absolutely

ludicrous.

If the phrase means more than consummation or

copulation it means more also than cohabitation,

which is merely evidence of consummation. To allege

cohabitation, therefore, is clearly not equivalent to

alleging a “mutual assumption of marital rights, duties

or obligations.” The expression includes all the rights

and duties or obligations of wedlock, and not merely

the one of sexual gratification. It is used in the

Statute as the alternative and equivalent of ‘
‘ solem-

nization;” and if it does not import publicity, it at least

includes everything else which is implied in solem-

nization. By solemnization a man and woman are

clothed with the perfect legal status of husband and

wife, and presently undertake all the responsibilities

and assume all the rights incident to that status. An
assumption of these rights and duties, without solem-

nization, must be equally broad. Thus understood, the

phrase in question can scarcely be translated into a

different form of words. The language of the Statute

should therefore be used in alleging the ‘
‘ assumption

of marital rights,” etc. If it be said that the statutory

phraseology imports a mere conclusion of law, then we
answer that the pleading should set forth facts show-

that all the rights, duties or obligations of the mar-

riage state have been assumed. Indeed, in any event,

the full equivalent of the statutory terms must be used

in pleading such assumption. It is certainly not

enough to say merely that the parties '^commenced

living and cohabiting together as husband and wife,”

or that that they did in fact so live and cohabit. That

may be done and is often done without any pretense of

an assumption of marital rights and duties. But if the

statutory expression mentioned does mean merely “con-

summation” in the sense of sexual intercourse, and

nothing more, the complaint is still defective, because it
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does not allege “ consummation.” It avers merely co-

habitation, which is at most only evidence of consum-
mation and of the fact of marriage. Letters ys. Cady, 10

Cal., 533; Case vs. Case, 17 Id., 598; Kelly vs. Mwrpky,

70 Id., 564; Clayton vs. Warded, 4 N. T., 239. Co-
habitation is merely a probative fact and not the

ultimate fact which should be pleaded.

5. Failure tq allege a marriage is fatal,even though facts

are found which wouldshow a marrirge.

The objection that a complaint does not state facts

sufficient to constitute a cause of action is one of

those which, by an express provision of the Code, is

not waived by failure to take it by demurrer or answer.

Code of C. P. Sec. 434. It is not cured by verdict or

judgment, but is available at any stage of the action.

Campbell yB. Jones, 38 Cal. 509, 511; Morgan vs. Men-
zies, 60 Id. 341.

A judgment based on a complaint which does not

state a cause of action, cannot be sustained, but

must be reversed if appealed from, whether the com-
plaint has been demurred to or not, even though the

proofs show there was a cause of action. Sterling vs.

Hanson, 1 Cal. 478; Rusell vs. Ford, 2 Id. 86; Light-

stone vs. Laurencel, 4 Id. 277 ;
Barron vs. FVinh, 30 Id.

486; Campbell vs. Jones, 38 Id. 509; ChoynsTcy vs.

Cohen, 39 Id. 501; Morgan yB. Memies, 60 Id. 341;

Burlce vs. Levy, 68 Id. 32.

The finding of the facts necessary to constitute the

cause of action, if they are not alleged, goes for

nothing. It is a finding outside of the issues made by

the pleadings which must be disregarded. Marks vs.

Sayward, 50 Cal. 57 ;
Bobinson vs. Pittsburg, etc. 57

Cal. 417; Lang vs. Specht, 62 Id. 145; Bosenkranz y».

Wagner, Id. 151.



Here, as we have seen, the fact of marriage is essen-

tial to the cause of suit, whatever may be the nature

of the suit. The necessity of averring it, if the suit

is one for divorce, is expressly conceded by the

learned counsel for the respondent. In his brief in

reply, p. 43, he says: “The fact of marriage is a

“ necessary averment in every action for a divorce, and

“if it is denied in the answer must be proven, or the

“ action will be dismissed.” And, as heretofore stated,

it is obviously much more essential if the suit is re-

garded as one under the Code to establish the validity

of the pretended marriage.

Eespectfully submitted,

JOHN CUBEET,

Of Counsel for Defendant and Appellant.
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